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Chapter 1

Economic Coercion: Effective Way to Further the Goals of the State?

It follows that it was not a very remarkable action, or contrary to the common practice of mankind, if we did accept an empire that was offered to us, and refused to give it up under the pressure of three of the strongest motives, fear, honor, and interest. And it was not we who set the example, for it has always been law that the weaker should be subject to the stronger.

—Thucydides

A great European empire, having suffered a military defeat and then the loss of influence over nations under its protective control, sought to expand its influence and wealth through conquest in Central Asia. Over a century and a half later, dishonored militarily, marginalized diplomatically, and threatened economically, Russia once again looks to expand its empire through Central Asia. The Crimean War was no less disastrous than the Cold War, and the Treaty of Paris no less damaging to Russia’s perceived honor than the breakup of the Soviet Union. In the late 19th century, the Napoleonic invasion was still remembered and feared. In the early 21st century, the German invasion and the Great Patriotic War are, likewise, recent history. Russian perceptions of external threats and internal dangers drive a very real fear of the future and other nations’ intentions. Apparent loss in the Cold War has tarnished Russian pride in their social accomplishment, and failures in the Caspian region have diminished perception of their military might. Russian desire to be seen as the protector of the Slavic nations is as real an interest as Athens’ as protector of the Hellenes.

Yet Russia is constrained by international norms, military realities, and economic considerations. Defending interests, pursuing honor, and mitigating fear require new methods in the chaotic, multi-polar post-Cold War world. As NATO expands and surrounds Russia externally, and fears of internal political instability increase, Russia’s means of defending its interests have become more limited. Yet Russia has a new means of coping with this challenge: the use of economic coercion, especially in the realm of strategic energy resources.

In July 2005, angered by US criticism of the handling of riots and at the Shanghai Cooperation Organization’s urging, Uzbek President Islam Karimov demanded that the US and NATO forces vacate the base at Karshi-Khanabad. Although the proximate cause appeared to

have been US criticism, Karimov and Russian President Vladimir Putin had previously signed a treaty to form a “strategic partnership” covering political and economic issues. Provisions in the treaty included increasing support for the fuel and energy sectors of the Uzbek economy, including a promise (by Gazprom, Russia’s gas monopoly) of $1 billion in investment (including a 40% expansion of pipeline capacity) and a 25-year development and production-sharing agreement with Lukoil, also worth an estimated $1 billion. After US and NATO troops left, Russia and Uzbekistan demonstrated closer relations by signing a treaty of mutual military assistance.

Less than four years later, in Moscow on Tuesday, 4 February 2009, Kyrgyzstan President Kurmanbek Bakiyev announced that Russia was extending $2 billion in loans to his country. He then announced that NATO forces would have to vacate Manas AB, the main aerial lifeline to NATO forces in Afghanistan. This change in policy, following the disruption to land routes caused by the Georgian conflict, put US strategy and the planned spring troop surge in Afghanistan at risk. Are these events isolated incidents of economic coercion, or is Russia engaged in a far-sighted and subtle coercive strategy? If so, is economic coercion an effective means of securing Russian interests, allaying fears and preserving honor?

The answers to these questions are important since they point to probable future events. If shaping a situation economically is an effective and efficient means of securing interests, US planners must consider what the future may look like, especially in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Economic shaping is a long-term prospect involving infrastructure construction and market development. The possibility of a large, resource-rich, Russian dominated trading block that wields economic power is a significant strategic challenge (think OPEC with an ideology). If, however, economic coercion is relatively ineffective at securing interests, and is merely the result of military and diplomatic weakness, the challenge for planners is significantly simpler. In this case, Russia will pursue short-term gains in the Near Abroad, at the expense of long-term strategic advantage.

---

To understand the significance of Russian attempts to use economic coercion, it is important to understand both the mechanisms of coercion and the nature of the actors involved (both the target and the coercer). This thesis answers the question: “Is economic coercion an effective way to further the long-term interests of the state?” Beginning with the concept of coercion, especially economic coercion, this thesis examines how strategic energy resources can be used to further state goals through an understanding of credibility, capability, communication, choice, and culture. Because understanding the context is crucial to understanding the elements of a specific coercive transaction, the case studies focus on the relationship between the coercer (Russia) and the target, based on history and perceived interests. This relationship depends on the interaction of the strategic cultures within the framework of the coercive efforts. All countries have a strategic culture and that culture, though mutable, is slower to change than the form of government or specific interests of the country. Russia’s strategic culture influences the perceived means of coercion, and is the catalyst driving the use of economic coercion instead of military force. Finally, this thesis looks at contextual case studies where Russia has attempted to use strategic energy resources to coerce both dependent producer countries in Central Asia, and dependent consumer countries in Eastern Europe.
Chapter 2
Coercion: Credibility, Capability, Communication, Choice, Culture

The rich rules over the poor, and the borrower is the slave of the lender.
Proverbs 22:7

The purpose of this chapter is to build a theoretical basis for understanding coercion, the use of coercion as a means of furthering the interests of the state, and the ways a nation can apply economic means coercively in place of, or in combination with, military means. Additionally, it examines the limits of the traditional (Western) understanding of coercion, and explains how an expansion of the definition of coercion is crucial to understanding the use of economic coercion.

Coercion

Coercion entered the national security lexicon during the Cold War as a contrast to political persuasion and military brute force. Thomas C. Schelling, writing about military options in *Arms and Influence*, viewed coercive efforts as threats to “destroy value.”¹ Coercion, according to Schelling, has two elements: compellence and deterrence. Compellence is “initiating an action that can cease...if an opponent responds,” while deterrence is “prevent[ing] from action by fear of consequences.”² Although he sees both positive and negative outcomes from compellence, deterrence, according to Schelling, seeks only a negative result, that is, an action not occurring.³ When viewed through a Cold War, military lens, this analysis made sense. A complex world, however, requires an expanded understanding of coercion as it applies to national security.

Coercion, simply put, is “a way...to get other people to do things they would not otherwise do.”⁴ A coercer promises or delivers inducements or punishments to change a target’s initial preferences.⁵ The target’s perceptions of the relative costs (real or opportunity) associated with each coercive offer drive their ultimate decision. Both elements of coercion, deterrence and compellence, can be broken down into positive and negative outcomes. This is especially true in the economic realm. As David Baldwin points out in *Economic Statecraft*, economics provides

---
² Ibid., 69-78. Schelling says that “deterrence and compellence differ in a number of respects” but they can be likened to static and dynamic forces. Deterrence is the static force, since it involves setting the stage and waiting for the opponent to act. Compellence, on the other hand, requires a dynamic act on the coercer’s part to compel the opponent to act.
³ Ibid.
⁵ Ibid., 38, 44.
the opportunity to add value, instead of the chance merely to hurt or to destroy value. Positive compellence is convincing an actor to take action, or change the present course of their action, toward a desired outcome that they would not otherwise seek. Negative compellence, likewise, is convincing an actor to stop an action or change course away from an outcome they would normally seek. Positive deterrence, similarly, is convincing an actor to continue (not end) a present course of action toward an outcome they would not otherwise seek. Negative deterrence is convincing an actor to not begin (or not take) an action toward an outcome they would normally seek. Deterrence and compellence do not have to be mutually exclusive, however. A coercive offer can include elements that both compel (take an action toward one outcome) and deter (so that the target does not begin an action toward another outcome) (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired Outcome</th>
<th>Compellence</th>
<th>Deterrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take an Action</td>
<td>Stop an Action</td>
<td>Don't Stop an Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make an Alliance</td>
<td>End an Alliance</td>
<td>Continue an Alliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Compellence and Deterrence

Source: Author’s own work

A Model of Coercion

The elements essential to a coercive transaction are capability, credibility, communication and choice (see Table 2). According to Dr. Karl Mueller, the “3C’s” of coercion (credibility, capability, and communication) are the most commonly discussed elements. Beginning with this construct, this study considers the positive aspects of a coercive transaction, in addition to the traditional negative ones. According to Dr. Mueller, capability is the target’s belief in the coercer’s “ability to carry out a coercive threat.” This study adds the target’s ability to respond (based on the targeted interest) and the relative power between the coercer and the target as important aspects of capability. Capability determines the total value of the coercive offer, measured against the targeted interest. Dr. Mueller also writes that credibility is based on the target’s belief that the coercer will carry out the threat. He includes, furthermore, the caveat that the greater the possible harm, the less believable the threat has to be to have a coercive

---

6 Baldwin, *Economic Statecraft*, 20, 44.
10 Ibid.
Examining the positive side of credibility, this study defines credibility as the threat or possibility of the transaction occurring, based not only on the potential harm or benefit to the target, but also on the interest that the coercer is seeking to ensure. Finally, Dr. Mueller looks at communication as the transmission of threats and promises from the coercer to the target. Economic coercion, however, often involves offers and counter offers over time, so the coercer and target gain awareness of their respective interests and assign them appropriate values. This study, as discussed below, adds choice as the critical element distinguishing coercion from brute force, and strategic culture as an important modifier for all the elements of coercion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Credibility</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Risk or reward if transaction occurs</td>
<td>Threat or possibility of transaction occurring</td>
<td>Awareness of capability and credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements</td>
<td>- Interest of the target</td>
<td>- Interest of the coercer</td>
<td>- Perceived interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Relative power between coercer and target</td>
<td>- Escalation potential</td>
<td>- Iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Expansion potential and external consequences</td>
<td>- Perceived history of coercer</td>
<td>- Potential for mistranslation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Modification</td>
<td>- Derivation of interests</td>
<td>- Perceived history of coercer</td>
<td>- Awareness of timeframe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Past iterations and staging</td>
<td>- Perceived history of coercer</td>
<td>- Ethic, racial and national perceived history</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own work

**Capability**

Capability is the result of the risks or reward possible in the coercive offer. It is the ability of the coercer to engage in the transaction, and the ability of the target to react. (In an extreme example, an attempt by a non-nuclear state to threaten a nuclear strike has no coercive effect—they have no ability to make good on their threat.) Sub-elements of capability include the relative power of the parties involved and the interests of the target.

The relative power of the parties is important because coercion is based on a relationship. To coerce the target, the coercer must introduce enough power (in the form of inducements or threats) into the situation to change the target’s cost/benefit calculus in favor of the outcome desired by the coercer. If the coercer is relatively less powerful than the target in the realm the transaction is taking place, the target may simply deny the coercer the opportunity to coerce. Essentially this is the coercer’s ability to pay.

The target of the coercive transaction has two sets of interests that are important. The first interest is what the coercer wants the target to give up (the objective). The second interest is

---

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
what the coercer holds at risk to get to the objective. This is the *coercer’s ability to pay enough*. If the interest that the coercer wants the target to give up is so important that loss of that interest threatens the existence of the target, the target cannot choose to give up that interest; coercion will fail since the target has no ability to negotiate. A coercer can, however, threaten an absolute interest in an attempt to get the target to give up a lesser interest. This is the classic example of “your money or your life.” Additionally, all lesser interests can be targeted as either the objective or as the interest held at risk.

Finally, for coercion in the interconnected realm of economic interests, a series of actions may be necessary to set up the concluding coercive offer. An actor must have financial depth and perspective on history to accept short-term losses, in exchange for access to the interests of the target and the chance to limit the ability of the target to counter-offer. An example of this is a chess match where one player sacrifices a significant piece to set up a checkmate several moves later. This is impossible with only a few remaining pieces, and it is impossible if the player is not capable of thinking several moves in advance. A nation’s strategic culture and form of government will directly influence this aspect of the coercive offer. A nation with a culture that pragmatically accepts near-term losses and seeks delayed gratification will be more capable of setting up a long-term coercive relationship than one that demands immediate results. Additionally, a government that has control over the strategic direction of industry and commerce will be able to use that power to set the stage for coercive offers better than one where industry and governance are separate.

**Credibility**

The second element of coercion is the credibility of the coercive offer. Credibility is the target’s belief in the likelihood of the coercive transaction occurring. Sub-elements that modify the credibility include the interests of the coercer, the possibility of escalation, expansion of external consequences, and perceived history of coercive action.

The greater the interest the coercer seeks to secure, the more likely the coercer is to complete the coercive transaction. Additionally, if the coercer has the ability to escalate the transaction to a different realm (for instance, from the political to the economic, or the economic to the military realm), the offer will be more credible. Likewise, external factors which change

---

14 Ibid., 16-17.
17 Ibid., 13.
the costs or benefits will modify the credibility of a coercive transaction. (Example: Changing prices in world oil markets change the value of economic assistance in developing an oil field). History is also important because a coercer with a reputation of following through (with other targets) reduces the uncertainty involved (and thus the costs to the coercer of demonstrating resolve).

Because credibility is closely tied to both history and target perceptions, strategic culture plays a central role.18 Mueller points out that the threat to inflict great harm need not be very likely to have a coercive effect.19 The threat or promise, however, can easily be undermined by historical actions, or if the target understands the coercer, for cultural reasons, cannot bear the costs. The US threat of nuclear weapons is less credible, partly for historical and cultural reasons, than Israel’s or India’s, despite the US being the only country to have used nuclear weapons in anger. Also affecting credibility, as Baldwin points out, is a culture’s ability to consider the effects of actions beyond the immediate transaction.20 A culture that perceives its actions in an historical or political vacuum may harm future credibility, and thus ability to coerce, by focusing on immediate gains. Likewise, a government that promises action in an economic realm but is perceived by the target to have little control over the companies in that realm will be less credible than one where commercial and state interests are closely connected. Finally, as Robert Jervis points out, discrepancies in perception based on differences in strategic culture directly affect the credibility of coercive communications.21 Strategic culture can significantly alter the perceived credibility of a coercive transaction.

**Communication**

Communication is crucial because a coercive transaction is based on perception. As Joseph Nye points out, “the ability to share information—and be believed—becomes an important source of…power.”22 If the coercer can communicate that they are defending a vital interest, the credibility of the offer increases. If either the coercer or the target misidentifies the level of interest, however, the credibility of the offer (and possibly the capability to effect the transaction) may suffer. Likewise, the target’s perception of cause and effect influences their response. If the target does not understand what the coercer wants, they are not capable of

---

18 Strategic culture is discussed in the next section.
19 Mueller, “The Essence of Coercive Air Power.”
acceding to the coercer’s demand. Furthermore, if the target fails to understand how the coercive actions relate to the coercer’s desired objective, the target’s cost-benefit calculus will not change in the way the coercer desires. Finally, communication itself can be used coercively. As Baldwin points out, “conveying correct or incorrect information…with respect to the cost/benefit ratios of the alternatives” is a coercive act itself. Unlike the traditional understanding of communication in coercion where the coercer communicates a threat to the target, and the target responds, economic coercion involves communication in both directions. Communication in economic coercion is an iterative process. Targets can meet coercive offers with acceptance, rejection or a counter offer. This allows each transaction to be not only a coercive effort, but also a communication about the values of interests as well. This is analogous to the multiple rounds of bidding in a hand of bridge to win a game, and the multiple games required to win a “rubber.” The intent in each game is both coercion (win the bid) and communication (discern the best trump suit). Each game, however, only serves as a partial fulfillment of the ultimate goal.

The culture of the coercer has two important roles to play in coercive communications. A country that has a unified strategic communication framework enhances credibility and capability. By choosing how the information is communicated (in terms of timing and method), the coercer can ensure that the coercive actions are related to (or hidden from) the desired outcome. By controlling what information is presented to the target, the coercer limits the scope of the target’s options. For example, a country might be more amenable to coercion if it knew that the action it is coerced into taking (against another actor) would not be officially connected to investment by a company from the coercing country. Simple differences in language, additionally, can exacerbate the problems created by cultural differences. A recent example is the “reset button” gaffe, where a simple translation problem stole the headlines from more substantive issues between the US and Russia.

Choice

The element that determines the outcome of the coercive transaction is that of choice. Ultimately, the success or failure of coercion (in contrast to brute force) depends on the decision of the target. The coercer makes an offer for the target’s interest and the target chooses to accept or reject the offer, depending on if they understand the offer (communication), are

---

26 Baldwin, Economic Statecraft, 39.
persuaded by the offer (credibility), and are able to respond (capability). The way the coercer frames this choice can be as important as the actual values involved. The perceived value of compliance (inducements gained and/or punishment avoided) is the reservation price offered by the coercer for the target’s interest. Likewise, the perceived value of the interests given up is the reservation price for the target. This difference between reservation prices, what Alexander George calls the “balance of motivation,” is based on the perceived level of national interest involved. When the reservation price of the coercer is higher than that of the target, they can complete the transaction (make a deal) at a price between the seller’s minimum price and the buyer’s maximum. When the reservation price of the target is higher than that of the coercer, however, they will not make a deal until the situation changes (target’s price decreases or the coercer is willing to offer a higher price).

Coercion is seldom this simple, however. If there are multiple coercive offers, the target should choose the one with the best relative value (most inducement credibly offered and/or punishment avoided). Multiple offers, therefore, increase the cost to the coercer by increasing options for the target. To coerce successfully in a “marketplace of coercion,” the coercer must make the strongest offer (best deal for the target.) If, however, the target is isolated from other offers, or if the coercer can simply isolate the elements of the transaction (by bounding the interests, time, or options involved), the coercer will get a better deal. The presence of multiple actors with multiple interests exponentially increases the complexity of the problem for the coercer.

Culture

As discussed previously, a nation’s culture directly affects its credibility, capability, and communication. It also influences what a nation views as coercion, since “coercion is often in the eye of the beholder.” As discussed more fully in the next chapter, a nation’s strategic culture, an amalgam of many things including geography, history, and image, determines what that nation considers its interests, who determines those interests, how important those interests are relative to others, and how those interests are pursued.

---

28 Reservation price for a seller (in this case, the target) is the price above which they are willing to sell. Likewise, for a buyer (in this case, a coercer), the reservation price is the price below which they are willing to buy. If the seller’s reservation price is below the buyers, they can make a deal. If the seller’s reservation price is above that of the buyer, no deal will be made.
31 George, *Forceful Persuasion*, 71.
to other interests, the means allowed to pursue those interests, and the form and span of
government control. In fact, the influence of culture makes any discussion of coercion
exceptionally complex, unless narrowed to a specific coercer and a specific target. Since
coercion in the economic realm involves perceived values (as opposed to an absolute ones), and
culture is the lens through which nations perceive those values, understanding the culture of the
coercer and the relationship of that culture to the target is crucial.

**Why Understanding Economic Coercion is Useful**

In military discussions of coercion, the focus is often on military force or “hard power,”
and the use of threats to effect negative coercive actions. Instruments of national power,
however, span a spectrum from the softest of diplomatic power to the hardest of military force;
national interests include positive considerations (honor and interests) as well as negative (fear
and security). Coercing nations can use all instruments to change the perceived costs and
benefits in a transaction, though the situation dictates which instruments are the most effective.
Economic power falls in between diplomatic power and military force, and has significant
overlap with both. Because it is not the hardest form of power, it is usually not the last resort in
defense of vital interests. It is not the first resort either, however, when lesser interests are at
stake. Usually by the time a nation begins considering economic coercion, diplomatic efforts are
well underway and the eventual threat of military force is implicit. For this reason, it is difficult
to measure precisely what effect economic methods have in achieving coercive ends.

Economic coercion is a useful tool of the State, however, for several reasons. First, it is
often more capable (holds more at risk or offers greater benefits if the transaction occurs) than
diplomatic power because it escalates the transaction to a realm with real, measurable values.

Second, it is sometimes more persuasive than military force because it usually costs less
(in real terms as well as in world opinion) than military operations, and thus is more likely to be
carried out, increasing the credibility of the coercive offer. As Byman and Waxman point out, the
strategic culture of the United States is relatively more tolerant of civilian suffering caused by
economic sanctions than direct military attacks (like bombing) on an adversary.

---

Statecraft*, 189.
37 George, *Forceful Persuasion*, 81.
38 Byman and Waxman, *Dynamics of Coercion*, 139.
Third, economic coercion usually works more slowly than traditional forceful coercion, and so is more useful for long-term goals than short-term interests. Inducements, as opposed to threats, are generally the most effective when persuading a target to give up future benefits rather than previously attained gains (since probable gains are overvalued).

For this reason, they are relatively more effective (than threats) at changing behavior over time and producing a favorable outcome for the future-thinking coercing actor. Since “the surest way to evoke a violent response from a country is to attack it,” slower economic operations may gain more, in the long run, than swift military ones.

Asking a target to change incrementally is less threatening than demanding a sudden change, and less likely to strengthen resistance against the coercer or provoke a reaction.

Fourth, because economic coercion is about perceptions, there is more room for negotiations and adjusting expectations, and thus, by extension, interests. Military confrontation over a boundary line is absolute: gain for one side is loss for the other. Economic coercion involves potential gains and losses that are relative, not only to the original baseline, but also to the realm of possible gains by the targeted actor. Additionally, because the scope is harder to limit and isolation is harder to achieve, economic coercion is more useful in a permissive or non-mutually exclusive environment. This is an advantage, since the use of economic coercion allows the target to negotiate, communicating back to the coercer what interests are more or less valuable to them, and increasing the likelihood of reaching a deal that preserves honor and interest.

Finally, economic coercion, especially in the form of carrots like trade deals, treaties, and subsidies, can actually add value, as opposed to destroying it as military operations generally do. Instead of being a zero-sum game (or worse, a net loss to both sides), economic coercion holds the possibility of gains for both, though they may be unequally distributed. One benefit of this effect is that it sets the stage for future coercive activities, since removal of the benefit conferred
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is now a threat to an attained gain instead of an inducement. Economic inducements are generally better at creating this situation than military efforts.

There are limits to economic coercion’s utility, however. A country may be willing to incur extreme costs to defend its perceived vital national interests. Additionally, for isolated or time critical situations, military threats can be more credible than economic inducements, and lead to a more rapid transaction. In some situations, a military threat may be more cost-effective since the coercer only has to pay if their desires are not accommodated. Pure economic inducements are generally slower and more expensive, since the coercer must pay if accommodated (the desired outcome), and might have to pay before the target actually takes action. Making economic coercion even less cost-effective, inducements can lead to greater expense since the marginal value of the inducement decreases with use. Military credibility (a history of making good on threats in the past) decreases the probable cost of future threats, since they are more likely to be believed and thus less likely to need to be carried out. Because threats are more effective when targeted against interests already attained (since risk of loss is overvalued), they are more effective at changing current behavior than shaping future actions, although they can condition an actor to behave certain ways or avoid certain behaviors. This paper focuses on the messy middle ground between political persuasion and military force where economic coercion is effective.

Cultural Aspects of Economic Coercion

In addition to the normal challenges of coercion (understanding the target’s interests, perception of credibility and decision calculus), economic coercion is challenging since it takes place in a realm where strategic culture determines the level of state control of economic instruments. As Robert Gilpin points out, states hold varying opinions in three important areas: “1) the primary purposes of the economic activity of the nation, 2) the role of the state in the economy, and 3) the structure of the corporate sector and private business practices.” For the purposes of directed economic coercion, what matters is not the absolute economic power of the state, but the relative power with respect to the targeted state and the relative ability to direct and control economic power for achieving interests. These relative differences affect the capability and credibility of the coercive transaction. An economically powerful state where the
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government has little ability to direct economic activity toward specific interests might be unable to coerce an economically smaller state with stronger economic centralization. Most western cultures, especially the United States, consider diplomatic and military efforts as wholly within the realm of the state, which exercises direct command to further state interests. 48 In contrast, the economic realm is a chaotic mix of state-directed actors, interest groups, and free-market forces, each with unique values and beliefs about the acceptable uses of economic coercion. 49

Market structure within a state also dictates the power and efficacy of economic coercive efforts. A country with centralized control of strategic economic resources can set prices and more easily use market manipulation for coercion than a country without state control of the markets. Even without direct control, however, a coercer can work to move the target into a realm where the coercer has a relatively better chance of coercing. Creating a dependency on a product opens the target to the possibility of future coercive offers. A crossover between the military and economic realms, foreign military sales is an example of this. Once the target country has bought a major weapon system, the threat of cutting off replacement parts is a coercive threat in both the economic and military realm. Recognizing that a target’s future interests will lie within an area, likewise, gives the coercing actor a chance to take a loss now so that it can induce the target to take a risk against a future interest. An example of this would be subsidizing a pipeline for natural gas so the target country becomes relatively dependent on the coercing country for imports or exports.

Additionally, whereas military coercion is generally limited by geography and national boundary lines, economic activity usually has broad, hard-to-contain effects due to global markets and trade. Isolation, which makes coercion much easier since the coercer does not have to “bid” against other actors, is harder to achieve when there are multiple actors with multiple interests in multiple markets. Instead of being a one-on-one game, coercive efforts become many-on-many operations, exponentially increasing the difficulty of communicating or predicting effects of coercive offers.

The diversity of actors, however, provides an important opening for a coercive state. Instead of a single means of influencing the target state, private and corporate actors provide additional avenues for threatening or inducing a target state to respond in the desired manner. 50 Threatening the interests of a large company so that it provides inducements to the target government can shift the costs of coercion away from the coercing state to commercial actors in
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the target state. An example would be the threat to nationalize a foreign oil company’s assets so that it has an incentive to lobby for improved relations between the states. Likewise, an inducement to a company (such as the opportunity to invest in a high-risk/high-payoff venture) can be a threat to another country’s interests. An example of this would be the offering joint ventures in developing oil or gas fields, which would take market share and pricing power from another producing state. This inducement would have the additional benefit of moving the company to a realm where they would be open to further threats and coercive actions. Furthermore, the interconnectedness between states allows a coercer to leverage one state against another in the same way.

The complexity and timing involved in economic coercion make it difficult for the coercing state to know if the incentives and threats are working, and to what degree the economic coercion is responsible for changes in the target’s specific behavior. This does not mean that economic coercion is useless, however, or that a state cannot effectively employ it to attain and defend national interests. Effective economic coercion must be a long-term consideration, with an understanding of the totality of the situation and the benefit of multiple iterations. The timing of the market (oil price volatility, e.g.) and other (third-party) actors’ interests mean that opportunities may be fleeting and often unexpected.

While there are many areas where economic coercion can take place, strategic energy resources are one of the most common, since modern economies are dependent on them, and the costs are easy to monitor and measure. Russia has attempted coercion though natural gas, oil, and nuclear energy. Each of these areas has different dominant factors that make them more or less suited to coercion with different states (see Figure 1, below). For example, due to lack of an economically viable means of converting natural gas to a liquid, infrastructure is the predominant factor in the market for natural gas. The high capital cost of constructing a pipeline network compared to the marginal cost of the gas leads to a natural monopoly by the first operator to construct a pipeline. It benefits the coercer, then, to take a short-term loss and build a pipeline. Even better, of course, is inducing the target to build a pipeline, so the target country becomes dependent on the coercer’s gas. Without an alternative infrastructure, the coercer can then raise the cost of gas (a coercive offer that pays well), or shut down supply (at some cost to the coercer). If the target country seeks to diversify using marketplace mechanisms to finance a new pipeline,
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the coercing country only has to lower the cost of gas to the point that the new pipeline is not economically viable. Alternatively, the coencer can buy all the supply, effectively nullifying any benefit the alternative infrastructure would give.

For oil, however, fungibility and transportability mean that refining capacity and demand are the main factors in its use as a coercive tool, unless a country is well isolated from alternative supply sources.\textsuperscript{55} Global market forces are unpredictable and uncontrollable, making coercion in this diverse market more uncertain. One option for a coencer would be to offer a relatively lucrative (but risky) development contract for an oil field or refinery in exchange for another, future interest (like long-term basing rights). For nuclear energy, the limited availability of high-quality, easily accessible ores and the limited numbers of nuclear power plants means that only a few countries can coerce or be coerced with nuclear energy, but the value of that coercive transaction would be high. As nuclear power becomes a closer substitute for natural gas, however, its utility as coercive instrument will also increase, but the ability to isolate a target will decrease.

In all these areas, to coerce effectively the country must have resources (capability), will (credibility), the ability to link the offer to an interest over time (communication), the ability to limit the target’s options (choice), and the strategic culture to understand and employ these resources in a way that furthers the interests of the state. This last area, the strategic culture of Russia, is addressed in the next chapter. Following a discussion of Russian strategic culture, this study applies the coercive framework to Russian efforts in Central Asia and Eastern Europe, examining how coercion in each area is essential to coercion in the other.
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Figure 1. Selected Oil and Gas Pipeline Infrastructure in the Former Soviet Union.
(Reprinted from http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/Russia/images/fsu_energymap.pdf)
Chapter 3

Russian Strategic Culture

Circumstances define us; they force us onto one road or another, and then they punish us for it.  
Ivan Turgenev

Understanding a country’s strategic culture is crucial to understanding its interests, its perceived history, its efforts at controlling communication (framing), and its willingness to plan for long-term actions (staging). Additionally, a country’s form of government and the relationship between the government and business directly relate to the economic power available to the state to direct against a target (state or company). These are, ultimately, all factors that contribute to how credible and threatening a coercive action is, and whether a country views economic coercion as a cost-effective means of furthering state goals.

Although there is wide disagreement on how to define strategic culture (or even if strategic culture exists and what effect it could have on policy-makers’ decisions), this thesis takes the view that strategic culture influences, but does not determine, the way policy-makers and strategists view and frame strategic issues. A country’s strategic culture develops out of its perceived geography, history, economic situation, and language. Although not static and deterministic, the strategic culture of a nation is slow to change. It provides a framework for decisions, a measure of value for government and a perspective for examining historical and external events.

Russian culture is as different from American as French is from German. According to Colin Gray, “it would be difficult to design two countries more likely to misunderstand each other than the United States and the Soviet Union.” Though written in 1984 about the Soviet Union, current Russian culture has not changed dramatically in the past two decades (or even since the time of the tsars): “the Soviet Union of today is the Great Russian Empire of yesterday with the overlay of an ideology with global pretensions.” Although the term “empire” is a loaded term
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from an American perspective, from a Russian perspective it is more closely associated with security than wealth, influence than domination, and past glory than past failures. There are several reasons for this; the most obvious one comes from Russia’s geographical location.

Geographic History

Russia is the world’s largest country, covering one eighth of the world’s land area and 11 time zones. It shares land borders with 14 countries. In contrast, the US is the third largest country, but shares land borders with only two other countries. Despite its size, Russia is essentially land-locked, with no warm-water ports near the main industrialized portions of the country. Additionally, although it has large amounts of land, only about 7% is arable, and that is near the border, historically subject to invasion and devastation. Despite being about half the size of Russia, the United States has almost twice as much arable land, and the “bread basket” of the country is far from borders, well protected from invaders. The result is that for Russia, survival has always depended on a strong security perimeter and a centrally controlled government. This historical reality is a significant part of Russia’s strategic culture that is difficult for Americans and western Europeans with a culture of individualism to understand.

Russia faces another geographic problem that drives it toward centralization: though it has vast potential wealth in mineral resources, greater distances and more severe climatic conditions than in any other exploitable region in the world defend them. The investment and infrastructure necessary to liberate the natural wealth of the country lead to an economic natural monopoly and centralized control of the resources at market prices.

Additionally, due to geographic constraints, Russian imperial efforts tended to focus on border countries rather than colonization abroad. This served the purposes of acquiring wealth, arable land, and building a buffer against invading forces through acquiring control over weaker, less centralized states. The value of this strategic geographic depth manifested itself in the
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Napoleonic invasion and again in the Great Patriotic War (World War II). The preservation of this strategic depth became ingrained as a strategic interest that persists to this day. Examples of this thinking span Russian history. They include Peter the Great’s war against Sweden for a northern seaport (which established a “window into Europe”) and continue beyond the annexation of Poland after the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact. Following the Second World War, the Soviet domination of Eastern Europe was more than just an ideological attempt at expanding communism (the Communist Parties in France and Italy were stronger than those in Eastern Europe). It was also insurance against a third invasion by Germany and defense against a second invasion by anti-communist forces in general.

Social History

Geography also meant the Russian region absorbed the greatest blow from the Mongol hordes, and thus Russia endured cultural isolation during the European Renaissance. This relative political contrast to its European neighbors, combined with a paternalistic Eastern Orthodox religious background, led to a strong unifying Russian culture that survived the demise of both the tsars and the Soviet Union. In both cases, the end of the government led to a democratic period full of opportunity and chaos. The transitional democratic period in each case, however, brought about a strong central government that, though different in form from its predecessor, was nonetheless similar in function. The basic mandate of security from foreign invasion (cultural or physical) continued to trump the espoused ideals of freedom and prosperity. To ensure security, Russian strategic culture assumes a strong connection between the state, land, and the economy, with companies considering the interests of the state as much as their own bottom line, and the leadership of the country using the power of the state to look out for the interests of these “National Champions.”

Economic Culture

While Western (and especially American) culture sees the state as the protector of freedom in the economic realm, Russian culture perceives this relationship very differently. The state, instead of protecting freedom, protects security and stability, essential in a land of constant
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crisis from within and without. Additionally, in Western culture the role of the state in the economic realm is to promote trade and protect industries that are creating wealth. In exchange, trade and industry generate revenue for the other aspects of governance. In Russia, however, the acceptance of centralization and paternalism means that the relationship between the state and industry, and industry and other nations, has a very different dynamic. Rather than merely providing a tax base for the government, corporations are expected to further the interests of the protective state in the diplomatic and military realms as well. In exchange, or rather, because the state now has an interest in the success of companies, governmental actions with other countries can support goals of specific companies. The distinction between public and private is significantly less pronounced in Russia than it is in the West, especially the United States.

**Fear, Honor, and Interest**

As Thucydides observed over two millennia ago, nations clash over three main areas: fear, honor, and interest. Strong neighbors seem threatening, and in the anarchic world system, each state must be most concerned about the worst-case scenario. Rather than seeing the best in people, the safest course for a nation to take is to assume the worst. In Russia’s case, the worst is in massive invasion with strong external powers colluding to destroy the country.

Russian honor has historically been a stated factor in decision making. Russia has long been torn between Westernizing and defending Slavic culture and people, even beyond Russian borders. The tsarist court at times mandated and forbade Western hair and clothing styles, and mandated or forbade speaking Western languages. Whenever Russian Westernization became excessive, however, the cultural paternalism and xenophobia combined with an external threat to cause social turmoil, economic chaos, and generally disaster. Examples in the last century include the Stalinist period of massive industrialization and the Yeltsin period of rampant oligarchic capitalism. As different as the periods may appear, each had its roots in a desire to “catch up” to the West with a culture that was not compatible.

Despite this cultural divide, however, Russia has always desired to be seen as a significant player in Europe. Unable to compete economically or politically, Russia has seen its strength, and thus its honor, in sheer size and military might. At the end of the Cold War, military stagnancy compounded the disgrace brought by economic weakening. Further striking a blow to Russian honor was the dissolution of the Soviet Union into many separate, independent states, and most of which have significant ethnic Russian populations. Vladimir Putin rose to power partly through the promise of a “return to order” and patriotic images of a resurgent
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It has not helped Russia’s feeling of dishonor that the West still talks about winners and losers in the Cold War and that Russia had to struggle to join the G-8. The recently published Russian National Security Strategy specifically includes “traditional Russian values, spirituality, dignity related to historical memory,” “rights of Russians abroad,” and “international prestige of the Russian Federation,” as interests related to national security. Understanding Russia’s need for honor is key to understanding Russian actions in Central Asia and Eastern Europe.

The Russian government, then, has a significantly different perspective on both the national interests it must protect and the available tools to protect those interests than do American policy makers. The most important and most difficult interest to protect is the territorial integrity of the Russian state and the influence Russia has in the “Near Abroad.” Historically, the most dangerous enemies have come from Europe (Germany, France, and Poland/Lithuania) and Central Asia (the Mongol/Tartar hordes) and success has come through sacrifice of land and people. Defense against these enemies has come through both treaties (traditionally unreliable) and a physical buffer zone. Current actors Russia perceives as threats include NATO (which did not dissolve with the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact), China (which shares a long border and is interested in increasing influence in the Central Asian region), the United States (an enemy since the Russian civil war), and radical Islamic elements that could destabilize the country or allies in the Near Abroad.

The foremost means for protecting security is a physical and political buffer of the so-called “Near Abroad” nations. This allows strategic warning and depth, increasing Russia’s ability to prepare for and destroy an invading enemy. For this reason Eastern European and Central Asian countries are prime targets for Russian coercion with the goal of making them very close allies or subjects (but not necessarily a part of Russia). A positive orientation toward Moscow’s direction and policy is essential to Russia’s security in countries like Ukraine, Georgia, Belarus and the Baltic states. These countries have direct, physical access to Russia. With the recent increase in NATO troops in Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan have become more important in the security realm as well.
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Failure or collapse of influence in an ancillary area can quickly spread to critical regions. Just as during the height of the Cold War the United States was concerned about the domino effect, Russia is now concerned that loss of Central Asia could be the beginning of greater problems. According to Byman and Waxman, “failure raises the chances of a destructive spiral. When U.S. instruments fail to coerce, or when the United States concedes to counter escalation, the damage extends far beyond the immediate crisis. Failure can raise potential adversaries’ doubts about the sustainability of U.S. coercive pressure. It can also lead allies or potential allies to cooperate with rather than oppose aggressors.”

If Russia fails to coerce in the Near Abroad to maintain its interests, the results for security could be troublesome. Furthermore, just as Russia in the past has used the tactic of dividing allies through threats, treaties, and incentives, it fears that the United States (and others) are employing the same tactics against the Russian sphere of influence. Again, according to Byman and Waxman, “Exploiting coalition fissures offers adversaries an enticing counter-coercive strategy, one that can serve as an alternative or adjunct to combating threats of force directly.”

Russia appears to be rationally pursuing goals of mitigating fear of invasion from Europe and Central Asia, preserving honor as heir of the Great Russian Empire and protector of Russians abroad, and furthering interests of economic autonomy and power of the state. Russia is doing this by using instruments of national power, including, as discussed in the following case studies, economic coercion in Central Asia and Eastern Europe to increase dependency on Russia and ensure a strategic orientation in Russia’s favor.

Russian culture, a result of Russia’s long, unique, and troubled history, influences the choice of instruments and the way they are wielded in pursuit of Russian interests. These cultural paradigms assert that companies should serve the interests of the state, that a buffer zone is critical to security, that the land and resources in it belong to the state, that the interests of individuals are inferior to those of the state, and that state paternalism is the best way to ensure national vitality. Although Russia is pursuing national interests rationally, the cultural lens through which Russia perceives those interests and determines acceptable means of securing them differs significantly from American and European lenses.
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Chapter 4

The Great Energy Game in Central Asia

When everyone is dead the Great Game is finished. Not before. Listen to me till the end. There were Five Kings who prepared a sudden war...

Rudyard Kipling

Figure 2. Central Asia. (Reprinted from https://www.llnl.gov/str/March05/gifs/Knapp1.jpg).

Context Matters

Every state is unique, as is every coercive transaction. The following case studies consider the context of both the coercer (Russia) and the target, looking at what makes each similar, and what makes them different. In each case, a brief history of the target country and of that country's relationship with Russia highlights the areas where fear, honor, and interest provide motivation for coercion. The form of government in the target country, the economics of the target country (especially as they relate to oil and gas), and the perceived interests provide the
mechanisms and targets of coercion. Finally, historical coercive incidents provide a clue to the utility of coercion.

Table 3: Energy Resources in the Former Soviet Union

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oil</th>
<th>Natural Gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GDP (B USD)</td>
<td>Production (bbl/day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>$2,225</td>
<td>9,980,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>$176.9</td>
<td>1,445,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>$71.63</td>
<td>99,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>$11.41</td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>$15.40</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>$29.65</td>
<td>180,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>$337.0</td>
<td>102,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>$114.1</td>
<td>33,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>$10.63</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CIA World Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/. “Bbl/day” is barrels per day, “M cu m” is million cubic meters, “B cu m” is billion cubic meters.

The two geographic areas this thesis considers are Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Influencing these regions is crucial to Russian honor, using these regions as a buffer against invasion mitigates fear, and controlling these regions economically is a means to fulfilling both of these interests. This is the overarching context for economic coercion. Within these regions, however, the relationship between Russia and the individual states, and between the states themselves, is also important for understanding the mechanisms and reasons for Russian coercive attempts. Each state has different interests, levels of economic autonomy and power, and different resources (Table 3). Although Russia dwarfs all the other states in most areas, the relative differences between them are significant enough to present a means for coercion to affect Russia’s main strategic concerns: security fears, economic interests, Russian honor, and protection of ethnic Russians abroad.¹

Central Asia

Central Asia, extending from the Caspian Sea to China, and from the southern border of Russia to the Indian Ocean, is a region rich in mineral wealth, diverse in population, with uncertain borders. Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan (Figure 2), five former Soviet republics, are prime candidates for Russian coercion since they provide a significant portion of the gas, oil, and nuclear material Russia uses to coerce other regions and

countries. Often referred to as “the -stans,” each country has unique interests that can be targeted, resources that Russia covets, and an important history with the Russian Empire.

**Regional History**

Russian engagement in Central Asia (aside from the periodic Mongol/Tartar invasions) goes back to the 16th century, but the Tsarist conquest and colonization of the region in the 19th century brought the region into the Russian Empire.\(^2\) Prior to the middle of the 19th century the two main groups occupying the region could be divided into nomadic people (mineral regions) and sedentary cultures (agricultural regions), but there was little organization of either group beyond tribal affiliation and clan identification.\(^3\) As the Russian empire expanded southward over the course of the 18th century, through trade and military conquest, the region became increasingly tied economically to Russia.\(^4\) The interests Tsarist Russia saw in Central Asia were three-fold.\(^5\) First, Russia sought security from invasion, as the relatively flat southern steppes were the soft underbelly of the expanding Russian Empire.\(^6\) Second, the vast resources, agricultural and mineral, were another reason for economic expansion in the region. Finally, the Silk Roads ran through this region, creating a strong incentive for Tzarist Russia to gain and maintain control over trade routes, waterways, and railroads.

Russia experienced fewer problems in the colonizing process than many Western nations experienced at the same time in other regions.\(^7\) This was partly due to Russia’s *laissez-faire* attitude toward local governmental structures and partly because of the significant divisions in the region and lack of political awareness.\(^8\) The current Central Asian republics did not exist as political entities at the time of Russian conquest. Rather, they were a creation of the Soviet Union in an attempt to modernize the region, and ironically, to do away with the nationalism of the Russian Empire.\(^9\) The Soviet Union drew boundaries along understood ethnic lines in an attempt to provide an alternative focus to tribal boundaries, thus allowing the Soviet central government greater control. In addition to drawing boundaries and creating republics, the Soviet
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Union implemented a comprehensive modernization plan for the region. Collectivization, education, and eradication of religious influences were central to this strategy. Clans, however, continued to exert strong influence and became a second hierarchical power structure in the region. The importance of clan membership continues to this day.

With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the Central Asian republics entered a new era. The Soviet Union had ensured that the republics were dependent on the central government for trade, industry experts, foreign interaction, transportation of raw materials, and distribution of energy. In fact, most of the Central Asian republics supported the attempted coup in 1991, fearing that the dissolution of the Soviet Union would adversely affect their ability to maintain control and ensure economic prosperity. Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the republics have sought differing interests in pursuit of political stability and economic prosperity, but have generally had a more pro-Russian stance than Eastern European states. Much of this difference is because of the high percentage of Russian nationals still living in the region.

Short-term pragmatism has been the driving force in Central Asian political culture since 1991. Limited by history and unable to learn from engagement with the Western world during the Soviet era, the republics have had varying (but generally small) success at developing diplomatic skills, economics ties, and political philosophies rapidly while still isolated from Western ideas and financing. The personalities of leaders, perceived cultural heritage, and available resources of the individual republics drive the main differences between their engagement strategies with Russia. Instead of drawing the republics in the region closer together, freedom to pursue interests and threats to interests have increased the political differences between them. These differences provided one opening for Russian attempts at coercion and securing the interests of a greater Russian Empire.

Russian interests in the Central Asian region have not changed much since the mid-19th century. Security of the southern border is still a significant interest. Additionally, control of trade routes, including pipelines carrying oil and natural gas and roads that carry food, cotton and other goods, are important for Russian economic well-being. This control of these routes is central to Russia’s coercive capabilities in Eastern Europe, as will be discussed in the next
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chapter. Furthermore, Russian perception of an empire’s value still resides in land size, which the Central Asian republics have in abundance (the Central Asian republics are just over one quarter the size of Russia). Russia considers the fate of ethnic Russians (citizens or not) living in the "near abroad" a vital national interest as well. Another significant interest in the region is the mineral wealth, especially the gas and oil that Russia supplies to Europe and China for hard currency. Finally, the challenge of Islamic fundamentalism and the threat it poses to Russian internal security continues to be a source of concern and reason for engagement in Central Asia. Each section below looks at how Russia pursues these interests in the individual countries of Central Asia using economic coercion though capability (risk if the transaction occurs), credibility (the threat of the transaction occurring), communication (awareness of capability and credibility against perceived interests), and choice (the outcome of the coercive transactions).

Kazakhstan

The largest of the Central Asian republics (and the ninth largest country in the world in terms of land mass), Kazakhstan also dwarfs the other republics in terms of economic potential and agricultural output. When Russia conquered the region that is now Kazakhstan in the 18th and 19th centuries, it became vital to Russia’s agricultural, mineral, and eventually, space industries. Since the end of the Cold War, Kazakhstan has been the most stable and cautious of all the Central Asian republics. Like all the Central Asian republics, Kazakhstan’s government is generally authoritarian, although the parliamentary system is more liberal than most of the others in the region. Economically, petrochemicals make up about two thirds of the state’s exports, with China, Germany, and Russia being the top three trading partners. Kazakhstan is generally well managed financially, and has an investment-grade credit rating. Diplomatically, Kazakhstan has engaged both East and West.

Capability

Kazakhstan's stability, economic prosperity, and interconnectedness with the East and West seem to leave fewer openings for Russian coercion than in most of the other Central Asian republics. This has not prevented Russia from attempting to coerce Kazakhstan economically,
however. Kazakhstan’s authoritarian government provides an opportunity that would not be available in a more democratic nation, and its economic integration with Russia means that it has a lot to lose if Russia decides to pursue a negative economic policy toward the country.  

Kazakhstan’s energy interests lie in three areas: oil, natural gas, and nuclear material. Oil presents, by far, the biggest venue for successful Russian coercion. Oil must be extracted from the ground (or from under water, as is the case in the Caspian Sea), transported and refined. Kazakhstan has the 11th largest proven reserves of oil in the world, the largest oil discovery since the 1970’s, and if combined with Russia, would be the 5th largest oil state. Yet the lack of foreign financing (due to byzantine rules and high risk) has not permitted full exploration or exploitation of Kazakh fields. Once oil is extracted, moreover, it must be moved (by pipeline, tanker, or rail) and refined. Kazakhstan has not succeeded in freeing itself from the Russian-dominated transportation, refining and distribution system.

Despite having the largest gas reserves (along with Turkmenistan) of all the Central Asian republics, Kazakhstan does not produce or export as much as either Turkmenistan or Uzbekistan. The main reasons for this are, again, lack of capital and infrastructure. The most likely foreign interest (after Russia) in Kazakh gas is from China. If a significant pipeline to China was connected to a well-developed Kazakh field, both countries could benefit. Russia, however, has proven capable of delaying and denying any major connection. By controlling the current infrastructure, concluding long-term deals with KazMunayGas (the state-owned gas and oil company), and outbidding foreign investors, Russia has managed to stifle development in this realm.

The final energy resource Kazakhstan owns in abundance is ores for nuclear energy. Due to development in the Soviet era, Russia is highly reliant on Kazakh uranium and other material for its nuclear enterprise. While nuclear material, especially in its raw form, requires less infrastructure for extraction and transportation than gas or oil, the current political climate
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and lack of consumer nations means that this is another area where Kazakhstan is more reliant on Russian consumption than world markets. However, this is also one realm where Kazakhstan is seeking to change the monopsonistic equation. 30 Recent efforts, including US brokered deals with the United Arab Emirates, are opening this area as a possible Kazakh growth industry. Such an opening, however, would hurt Russia severely and may provoke a stronger coercive effort in another realm. Russia is attempting to prevent Kazakh interests from becoming separate from Russian interests by engaging in joint ventures for the mining and enriching of uranium and the construction of nuclear power plants for export. 31

Overall, Kazakhstan is more financially secure than the other Central Asian republics, but still relatively less powerful than Russia in all areas of energy economics. The main Kazakh interests that Russia can target are security (the 4300 mile border with Russia is the largest land frontier in the world, and the majority of the large ethnic Russian population lives near it), 32 economic development (through pipeline access, foreign investment, and technical expertise), and honor as the keystone Central Asian republic. Kazakh interests that lie outside the range of Russian reach are Kazakh honor as a nation and diplomatic connections to other major countries like China and the US.

Credibility

Key Russian (coercer) interests in Kazakhstan include: traditional claims of empire, agricultural production, space access, ethnic Russian security, and energy resources. 33 Kazakh mineral wealth (including natural gas and oil) is found primarily in eastern Kazakhstan, where, not coincidentally, the largest city is predominantly ethnic Russian. This provides both an interest and a coercive capability for Russia, since ethnic Russians there are essential to the Kazakh energy industry, due to the Soviet practice of importing Russian technicians and engineers to develop a region’s wealth, rather than developing indigenous capability. Much of the discussion in the early to mid 1990s revolved around the question of dual citizenship for Russians living in Kazakhstan and guarantees of Russian equality. 34 Kazakhstan's size and proximity to Russia mean that Russia has a stronger interest in tying Kazakhstan to Russia than any of the other Central Asian republics.
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As discussed in the next section on Eastern Europe, Russia needs Kazakh gas and oil at below-market rates to ensure a positive cash flow through arbitrage\(^{35}\) to Europe and China, and to prevent the financial viability of planned future pipeline expansions (like the Baku-Tbllisi-Ceyhan and Nabucco pipelines).\(^{36}\) This is a significant interest of Russia, not just for the cash, however, but also for the prestige of being a “reliable supplier” to Europe, even in tough times. As demand for oil and especially gas increases in the future as Russian fields become depleted (due to both exhaustion and mismanagement), Russia needs guaranteed and increasing supplies to maintain its status and thus its economy and honor. An additional pipeline that bypasses “bad actors” (from a Russian perspective) like Ukraine and Georgia to supply gas to Europe increases Russian coercive capability (through isolation) of those countries.\(^{37}\) As this thesis described in Chapter 2, the interests in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, as well as Russia’s coercive attempts, are interconnected and entangled. Only by developing them in concert can Russia hope to successfully coerce and regain the honor of empire, security from invasion and economic prosperity.

In addition to the Kazakh oil and gas, Russia has a strong interest in Kazakh nuclear material. Although Russia has supplies, reserves and mines, Kazakh materials are both higher quality and more easily accessed. For this reason, Russia has promoted increased trade, and where possible, Russian corporate ownership of involved companies. The recent offer, lauded by the US and others, to be a global repository for nuclear fuel is a clear sign that Kazakhstan is seeking to set itself up as an autonomous entity in the realm of nuclear energy.\(^{38}\) Russia’s reaction to this proposal will be interesting, and the proposal will probably escalate Russia’s coercive efforts in other realms.

China and the West both have interests in what happens in Kazakhstan, due to the amount of natural resources and the potential impact their export would have on Russian control of energy resources in the region. Russia in the past has discouraged other foreign interest and investment in these resources, especially from China. This interest, however, gave Kazakhstan an

\(^{35}\) Arbitrage is the nearly simultaneous purchase and sale of a commodity in different markets to profit from price discrepancies. In Russia’s case, it buys oil and gas at significantly below market rates in Central Asia, and resells it in Europe at market rates.


\(^{37}\) Ibid.

opening for a counter-coercive offer: develop infrastructure and open markets in China. Western oil companies and, ironically enough, governments, concerned that Chinese investment will lessen the value of Western offers, have discouraged Kazakh pursuit of this opportunity.\(^{39}\) In this conflict, Russia has been content to sit and wait. Russia’s guaranteed access and control of transit lines (attained earlier in coercive actions) allows it to benefit from any foreign development of Kazakh energy. Additionally, due to historical Kazakh culture, the security of the state appears to be more threatened by Chinese expansion than Russian, an interest Russia can use in future transactions.\(^{40}\)

The external aspects of Russian/Kazakh interaction will have a significant impact on Russian credibility in future operations. As the largest and most prosperous Central Asian republic, the outcome of Russian/Kazakh coercive transactions will be felt strongly in the rest of the region. If Russia succeeds in coercing Kazakhstan back into the Russian fold, or even if it seems to dominate Kazakh relations with external countries, the other Central Asian republics will have both a challenge and an opportunity. Uzbekistan, already seeking a leadership role in the Central Asian republics, would become pivotal, and thus at greater risk for Russian coercion. However, as is the case when a developer buys land for a large mall, with each purchase, the price of the remaining land increases.

It is for this reason that Russia is working simultaneously, rather than sequentially, to coerce all the republics back into the Russian sphere of influence. Timing is important. If Russia gets too far ahead with one of the republics, the others will increase their reservation price and become more challenging to coerce. If, however, Russia delays too much, it will lose some of the opportunity gained in previous coercive transactions.

**Communication**

Russia has done a lot to ensure that Kazakhstan understands Russian interests at stake. Examples include repeated statements about the Russian obligation to protect Russians abroad, and blocking foreign companies from exporting oil from Kazakhstan.\(^{41}\) Because of its importance to Russia, coercive interaction with Kazakhstan began early.

In 1993, when Kazakhstan was trying to decide whether it should stay with the ruble or develop its own currency (at the urging of the World Bank and the United States), Russia offered


an agreement, "On Unification of the Financial Systems of Russia and Kazakhstan," which would ensure stability of the country. Once the agreement was signed, however, Russia demanded billions of dollars in financial guarantees. The blatant attempt at coercion (and at separating Kazakhstan from other Central Asian republics) failed because the Kazakh government simply did not have the financial resources (capability) to acquiesce. Since that time, however, Russia has entered various agreements with the Kazakh regime, seeking closer military, economic, and diplomatic ties. For the most part, Russia has succeeded, increasing economic ties with Kazakhstan every year and becoming the Kazakhstan’s largest trading partner in 2006.

Another example of Russian economic coercion occurred in 1994 and signaled that Russia still considered economic coercion viable. Shortly after Kazakhstan announced that it was demanding $7 billion for a ten-year lease on the Baikonur Cosmodrome, Russia announced that it was closing the base and investing in costly upgrades of another launch site (in Russia). Given that the base was worthless without Russian technical support and seeking concessions in other areas, less than a week later Kazakhstan recanted. The new agreement was a 30-year lease where Russia only paid for the time it actually used, valued on paper at $115 million a year, but actually worth significantly less. In 2004, the countries extended the lease, with the same terms favorable to Russia, until 2050. With the completion of this transaction, Russia demonstrated a willingness to inflict and absorb short-term costs for long-term gains. This strategy matured after the end of the chaotic Yeltsin era, suggesting that the Putin administration developed a long-term view of the utility of economic coercion, especially with respect to energy resources.

Russia communicated its interests in Kazakhstan through the creation of significant roadblocks to foreign (Western and Chinese) companies interested in developing and controlling Kazakh infrastructure. Methods included tax policy, lucrative development contracts, and partnership with Kazakhstan’s national gas and oil companies. When Chevron attempted to invest unilaterally in Kazakhstan, Russia coerced the company by threatening existing contracts for access to Russian pipelines and oilfields. Only after Lukoil, one of Putin’s “national champions,” gained access to the fields and a stake in the endeavor, was the project allowed to continue. Russia’s interest in coercion does not just run to governments and companies,
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however. After American Richard Matzke (as a director and vice-president of Chevron) helped arrange the deal, he became a director of Lukoil and worked on engineering other similar deals in other “strategically important markets.”

While the near-term results are generally in Moscow’s favor, the long-range outlook is decidedly so. Russian companies control interests in all of Kazakhstan’s gas fields, and Kazakhstan and Russia teamed up to coerce Turkmenistan into an exclusive Caspian gas development and transit deal.

External Russian actions, whether it is their intent or not, continue to influence internal decisions. The 2008 conflict in Georgia effectively halted financing for foreign-built facilities that would have refined Kazakh oil, and put into jeopardy expanding pipeline and rail service across Georgia, the only operating non-Russian controlled Western export route. Instead of increasing capacity or building new infrastructure in the risky Caucasus region, oil and gas companies are signing on to the Russian plan to expand Lukoil and Gazprom controlled transit routes, a less risky option for these companies in the short-term.

Choice

Kazakhstan has demonstrated an adroitness in trying to mitigate Russian coercive efforts. For example, Kazakhstan has begun an exchange program with China to train Kazakh engineers in pipeline construction and operation. Over time, this will mitigate the leverage Russia has through control of the gas and oil specialists. However, this program, beginning with 24 engineers, will take time to bear fruit. Kazakhstan is also seeking to increase Western interests and connections in the country, despite Russian efforts at coercing the same countries and companies. By opening pipelines to China and Europe that bypass regions of Russian control, Kazakhstan can build a market that is as dependent on its natural gas as Russia currently is, a market that would have a significant interest in Kazakh autonomy and security. Kazakh efforts in the nuclear realm are probably the most significant. Russia is more dependent on Kazakh nuclear supplies than it is on any other country for any other material, and Kazakh success in this area
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would be a significant inversion of the balance of motivation currently driving the relationship. Finally, Kazakhstan has successfully increased foreign interest in oil and gas production and pipelines, and is using contacts in the East and West to ensure external engagement. By successfully combating Russian attempts at isolation, Kazakhstan limits Russian coercive capabilities as well.

Despite these apparent successes, Kazakhstan seems to have been out-maneuvered in terms of long-range interests. Russia has demonstrated skill at what Byman and Waxman call second-order coercion, "indirect pressure...leverage with a third party that can influence the adversary." Russia, through the use of coerced companies engaged in Kazakh energy production, effectively gained long-term rights to Kazakh energy production. Russian dominated regional security and economic organizations like the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) multiply Russia’s influence over internal and interstate policy. As Kazakhstan has increased connections to the West and China, Russia has changed tactics while keeping long-term goals in mind. Even if Russia is unable to call Kazakhstan a part of the Russian empire, it is still deriving more economic benefit and coercive capability from the relationship than it is putting in. According to David Baldwin, alternative objectives like this may be a viable and desired outcome of coercive efforts.

Uzbekistan

Ethnic Uzbeks, generally less nomadic than the Tajiks to the west and more populous, were easily organized and assimilated into the Tsarist system and later, the Soviet Union. Uzbekistan was one of the first republics given full union status, in 1924. Currently Uzbekistan is vying with Kazakhstan for the keystone role in the Central Asian republics. As the only republic to share a border with all the others, as well as Afghanistan, Uzbekistan is quite literally central to any Central Asian strategy.
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Capability

Although Uzbekistan has only a little more than half of Kazakhstan’s proven gas reserves, it exports almost twice as much.\(^\text{59}\) This is mostly due to Soviet-era development of the gas fields on the Uzbekistan/Turkmenistan border and access to the compressor stations and pipelines themselves.\(^\text{60}\) Oil, while a significant interest, is less of a factor. Its geographic centrality is a significant issue since Uzbekistan, which unlike Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, does not have direct access to the Caspian Sea; unlike all the other republics, it does not have access to a major outside nation (Iran or China). It also does not have direct access to Russia. For this reason, Uzbekistan has a strong interest in another entity, aside from its neighbors, controlling the pipelines that transport its gas. Russia has successfully used the tension between Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan to improve its position in bilateral discussions, and it has used Uzbek/Turkmen tensions over water rights to divide two countries which could be a formidable force against Russia.\(^\text{61}\) As is the case in Kazakhstan, Gazprom (and Russia) can buy Central Asian gas at below market prices because it possesses the infrastructure required to move the gas to markets.\(^\text{62}\) Europe has attempted to bypass Russia by building pipelines through the Caspian to Georgia and Turkey, but the prohibitive cost combined with Russia’s current ability to increase risk to investors by opening the spigot or building capacity into current lines, means that these attempts have generally failed.\(^\text{63}\)

Other targetable Uzbek interests include security and foreign investment flows. A difficult country for foreigners to engage with in business, Uzbekistan continues to be a centrally controlled country that has high risk but also the potential for high rewards.\(^\text{64}\) After several years of apparently drawing closer to the West, Uzbekistan seems to have returned to Putin’s camp. In 2005, Uzbek President Karimov signed an alliance with Russia (subsequent to kicking US and NATO troops out, which followed Western criticism of government handling of anti-government riots).\(^\text{65}\) It also rejoined the Russian dominated Collective Security Treaty Organization and the
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Eurasian Economic Community. One probable reason for this is Russia’s help with (and mutual interest in) suppressing the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU), based in the Fergana Valley. This valley spans the borders of Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan and is a “hotbed of Islamic extremism.”

Credibility

Russia’s interests in Uzbekistan are similar, but not identical, to its interests in Kazakhstan. Uzbekistan has more available gas than Kazakhstan, and Uzbek oil is a significant resource Russia desires as well. However, cotton, gold, and uranium are also commodities that were produced for the Soviet Union in significant quantities, and still constitute a Russian interest. Additionally, Russian control of the hub of Central Asia would greatly increase Russian chances of regaining hegemony in the entire region. Suppression of radical Islamic groups like the IMU helps increase Russian security. Finally, there are a significant number of ethnic Russians still living and working in Uzbekistan.

If Russia does not get its way, there are several areas in which Putin could escalate the situation. President Karimov, who predates Uzbek independence in that office, is justifiably worried about internal dissent. Radical Islamic parties and organizations are a threat that Russia could conceivably wield (though this would threaten Russian interests as well). Likewise, as Lukoil and Gazprom acquire more suppliers, stopping buying gas or even taking control of the fields and pumping it without payment are coercive options. Additionally, there is always the threat, more credible now after the Georgia operation, of military intervention.

External actors involved in the outcome of any coercive efforts in the country include countries to the East, West, and South. Europe gets its gas from Central Asia, though Eastern Europe gets subsidized Central Asian gas for other, coercive, reasons, and transits Central Asian gas to Europe. China has a developing market for Central Asian gas and a need for increased energy supplies as it grows. Central Asian republics would be in a weaker position if Russia controlled the resources in Uzbekistan, but also would be in a stronger position
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as holdouts against Russian domination. Uzbekistan, as the most central of the Central Asian republics, is therefore crucial to Russia’s coercive strategy.

**Communication**

Uzbekistan seems to be aware of Russia’s interests, as well as its own. Diversification is a stated goal, yet the government has done little to make the country more welcoming to outside investment. It has, however, continued dialogue with both NATO and China, the former in the realm of possible military cooperation and the latter in the realm of supplying gas and oil through Kazakh pipelines. By openly seeking to keep these options on the table, Uzbekistan is indicating to Russia that it is aware of the influence attempts and is hedging against them.

**Choice**

Geographically and politically isolated, Uzbekistan is vulnerable to economic coercion. Its dependency on Russian infrastructure and trade means that Uzbekistan has a lot to lose, and Russia can use the relatively cheaper coercive threat, rather than more expensive economic inducements. On the horizon, however, there are other options available to Uzbekistan, which is used to being the central regional power, both in Soviet times and since. Russia, more experienced in foreign policy maneuvering and motivated to preserve an empire, can use threats against current Uzbek interests (water, trade, gas, stability) to ensure that Uzbek options remain limited. For this reason, Uzbekistan is a likely candidate for long-term economic coercion, through both inducements (high-risk prospects for developing energy resources) and threats (removing support for the government against Islamic fundamentalists or supporting other Central Asian countries in border disputes). Based on shared interests, however, the former is more likely to be used explicitly than the latter.

**Kyrgyzstan**

Annexed to Russia relatively late (compared to the other Central Asian republics) in 1876, Kyrgyzstan also was a late-comer to the Soviet Union in 1936. Kyrgyzstan has a history of rebellion against Russia, with over one sixth of the population having been wiped out in
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1916. Although it is the poorest of the Central Asian republics, it is the only one to attain World Trade Organization (WTO) membership (and was the first Commonwealth of Independent States member to do so). This presents some interesting issues for both Russia and the West, as Russia covets WTO membership and is willing to use energy resource development to attain it. Nonetheless, Kyrgyzstan is an agricultural, autocratic country (despite the so-called Tulip Revolution in 2005), with little development of the few natural resources contained within its borders. At the time of this writing, Kyrgyzstan is unique in that it is the only country to have both an active US military and Russian military base in the country (Manas Air Base and Kant Field).

**Capability**

Kyrgyzstan’s greatest interests are preservation of the government, continued stability, and suppression of radical Islamist organizations (like the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) in the Fergana valley). To defend these interests it needs money, forces, and equipment. Russia has strong capability to support or attack these interests, as recent events demonstrate. In February 2009, Russia announced that it was forming a financial rescue fund for Central Asian allies. The next day, Kyrgyzstan agreed to evict the US from Manas Air Base (a long-stated Russian desire) and ratified an agreement to join a Russian dominated rapid reaction military force. This coercive economic offer of US $2 billion dwarfed both the US rental rate for Manas (US $17.4 million annually) and the Kyrgyz annual budget (US $1 billion). Additionally, Bishkek has increasingly viewed US aid, in the aftermath of the so-called “Color Revolutions,” as antithetical to the interests of the state, decreasing its coercive value considerably.

---
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Credibility

The three main powers that could coerce Kyrgyzstan through threat to or provision for its interests are the US, Russia, and China. Of these, the US has the least credibility in the military realm and has lost credibility in the economic and political realms; Russia and China both have credibility in the economic realm, but Russia has a significant edge in the cultural/political realm, due to history and current infrastructure configuration. Furthermore, Russian interests in maintaining Kyrgyzstan as a close ally in Central Asia are the greatest of the three powers for both cultural and realpolitik reasons. Due to geography, Kyrgyzstan is one of three possible gateways for Central Asian energy to enter China (Kazakhstan and Tajikistan are the other two). Given the extreme poverty and dependence of Kyrgyzstan and Russia’s promises of investment, Russia seems to be the most credible ally. For example, Russia attempted to acquire a stake in Kyrgyz state-owned nuclear processing facilities (Minatom) in the late 1990’s for processing Kazakh uranium ore in a way that would have been disadvantageous for Kyrgyzstan.\textsuperscript{86} Kyrgyzstan resisted initially, seeking diversity through Western contracts and decentralization; it eventually came to an agreement with Moscow, that, though better than the initial coercive offer, nonetheless increases Kyrgyz dependence on Russia and increases Russia’s ability to not only coerce Kazakhstan (as the supplier of uranium) but also Ukraine and other consumers.\textsuperscript{87}

Russia also has the greatest potential to cause internal and external consequences for non-compliance with coercive offers, since Kyrgyzstan is a net energy importer\textsuperscript{88} and relies on Russian training and arms for security operations.\textsuperscript{89} Ideologically, President Bakiyev is much closer to Prime Minister Putin than any Western leader, seeing stability and protection from radical Islamists as his greatest challenges.\textsuperscript{90}

Communication

This ideological linkage provides a common grammar for Russia to converse with Kyrgyzstan about commonly perceived interests, smoothing the coercive interaction. Kyrgyzstan perceives less threat from Russian long-term military presence than US presence, and so is more likely to be receptive to coercive offers from Russia than the US. China, with greater potential
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gains from a relationship with Tajikistan or Kazakhstan, also has less capability to offer a near or long-term coercive relationship.

**Choice**

Given Kyrgyzstan’s relatively isolated situation and Russia’s willingness to offer incentives that directly benefit both short-term interests (cash-flow and internal security) and long-term ones (stability, development, preservation of power), the balance of motivation is clearly on Russia’s side. Kyrgyzstan may seek to hedge as it has in the past by keeping a dialogue open with the US and NATO and developing economic trade with China. Overall, however, it is likely to trend more toward the Russian camp without the use of explicit threats from Moscow.

**Tajikistan**

Tajikistan got a rough start. In the Soviet era of the 1920s ethnic Tajiks lost most of their territory to ethnic Uzbeks, mostly due to the nomadic nature of ethnic Tajiks and the sedentary nature of ethnic Uzbeks, the latter having better ability to claim ancestral land. With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Tajikistan devolved rapidly into a civil war that lasted 5 years and claimed thousands of lives. The legacy of this civil war and the ethnic conflict between Uzbeks and Tajiks continues to this day. Although violent clashes are rare, the instability caused a flight of expertise, primarily engineers, skilled technicians, and experienced workers, especially from the mining and energy sectors. Of the five Central Asian republics, Kyrgyzstan has the most to lose by severing ties with Moscow, and the most to gain by ensuring Moscow stays engaged with the country, helping preserve the power of the current leadership. It is the only one of the Central Asian republics with a Persian-based language and significant ethnic and familial ties to Afghanistan.

**Capability**

Like neighboring Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan’s critical interests are currently preservation of order, economic stability, and the suppression of radical Islamist organizations like the IMU.
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Tajikistan’s geographic location means that the long border with Afghanistan exacerbates the radical Islamist problem that exists in the Fergana Valley it shares with Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. Nearly half of the population works in Russia, supporting the country with remittances and leaving the economy doubly vulnerable to external forces like the current economic crisis.\textsuperscript{96} Furthermore, the Soviet legacy of building infrastructure for energy transmission (power lines, oil and gas pipelines, and roads) that ignored the borders the Soviet state has created is a significant problem for Tajikistan today. For example, electricity produced in central Tajikistan has to pass through Uzbekistan to reach northern Tajikistan. Likewise, to sell electricity to neighboring Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan has to move it via Uzbek lines. Reducing Tajikistan’s dependence on its neighbors for energy, especially Uzbekistan, is a significant interest of the country.\textsuperscript{97}

\textbf{Credibility}

Russian interests in Tajikistan, the furthest Central Asian republic from Russian borders, are threefold. First, Russia does not want the radical Islamic problem creeping north, and for that reason took control of the Tajik/Afghan border from the mid-90’s until 2005.\textsuperscript{98} This intervention was costly, however, and Russia would prefer that the burden be borne by Tajik troops with Tajik financing.\textsuperscript{99}

The danger of radical Islam is not felt by Russia alone and directly led to a challenge of Russia’s second significant interest in Tajikistan. After 11 September 2001, Western powers, especially the United States and NATO, sought access for military forces, causing the appearance of NATO encroachment on Russia’s southern flank. Russia had to balance the danger of Western influence and interest in the region, especially states bordering Afghanistan, with the dangers posed by organizations like the Taliban and the IMU. Rather than be relieved by the help with the border problem, Russia sought to create the Collective Security Treaty Organization.\textsuperscript{100} The goal was to prevent the influx of Western aid (military and financial), especially to the countries it saw as the “weakest links,” Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.\textsuperscript{101}

This threat from the West, combined with the high number of Tajik immigrants in Russia, creates a situation where Russia has a lot to lose, and not much to gain. The third significant Russian interest, one stemming from the first two, is to wean the Tajik state from Russian aid so
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Tajiks can go home, but without letting Tajikistan drift into the domain of China or the West. This has already proved a challenge and ultranationalist politicians like Vladimir Zhirinovsky make political hay out of the situation.\textsuperscript{102} The overrepresentation of Tajiks in the ranks of HIV cases and heroin addicts only increases the Russian interest in convincing them to return to their country.\textsuperscript{103}

**Communication**

Russia has made it clear that it is interested in Tajikistan’s security for self-serving reasons, and Tajikistan understands that offers of assistance and aid are less than selfless. Nonetheless, it is in Tajikistan’s interest to continue to be in Russia’s security sphere; Tajik politicians have said as much.\textsuperscript{104} Russia has also made it clear that it will not tolerate Tajik overtures to outside powers, especially the United States and NATO. One demonstration of this was Russia’s recent occupation and use of all former Soviet bases in Tajikistan (either directly or through the Collective Security Treaty Organization), precluding the possibility of them being offered to NATO as substitutes for Manas Air Base.\textsuperscript{105} Other Russian coercive efforts include writing off large portions of Tajik debt and assistance with the two main industries in the country: hydroelectric power generation and aluminum production.\textsuperscript{106}

**Choice**

Geography, economics, and history have all conspired to isolate Tajikistan from major powers other than Russia. No major energy supplies are found within Tajik borders, no major energy supply routes run through the country, and Tajikistan is not a major consumer of Russian energy. The alignment of Tajik and Russian interests allows pursuit of both sets of interest without overtly aggressive threats. Tajikistan will probably continue to engage Russia in realms that increase internal security and economic benefits at the expense of future independent options. Russia, likewise, will probably continue to engage whenever other countries (like the US and China) evince an interest in Tajikistan, but give minimal effort toward providing real help.

\textsuperscript{102} The author attended a large political rally in Moscow in 1996 in which Zhirinovsky spoke about danger of immigrants from the south, clearly alluding to both the Causes and Central Asia.
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Turkmenistan

Turkmenistan is a poster-country for successful Russian economic coercion. Consisting mostly desert and reliant on exports of cotton, gold, natural gas, and oil, at independence Turkmenistan seemed to be in the best position to leave the Russian realm and become a part of the West. Separated from Russia by other countries (Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan), Turkmenistan also had vast reserves of exportable natural gas equal to Kazakhstan’s. Furthermore, the Caspian Sea, Iran, and Afghanistan provided an opportunity to connect with the West without going through Russia. Since 1991, however, Turkmenistan’s relationship with the West has continuously deteriorated and it has become more dependent on Russian security and economic assistance.

Capability

Like the other Central Asian republics, the instability following the breakup of the Soviet Union raised security and stability to new levels as a Turkmen interest. Mainly used by the Soviet Union as a source of exportable cotton and natural gas, Turkmenistan’s lack of infrastructure limited its potential to immediately expand the energy sector, despite having the world’s fourth largest proven reserves of natural gas. The disorder in the former Soviet Union, however, allowed Turkmenistan to begin discussions with western companies and nations about creating an export infrastructure to end reliance (on both sides) on the Russian-controlled pipelines. In addition to economic expansion, Turkmenistan also has an interest in defending its borders against Iranian and Uzbek encroachment, but does not have significant military forces for these operations. Furthermore, Turkmenistan is aware of the strategic, long-term value of its petrochemical reserves and its interest in keeping them under Turkmen control. Finally, if Turkmenistan has any hope of developing an independent gas and oil industry, it needs to keep highly-skilled workers (mostly Russian) in the country. As is the case with all the other Central Asian republics, Russia’s political, economic, and military power dwarfs Turkmenistan’s.
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Credibility

Russia’s main interests in Turkmenistan are security (against the southern flank of Iran and Afghanistan), protection of ethnic Russians, and control of the oil and natural gas operations in the country. Like Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan is a significant source of hard currency for Russia through the arbitrage of hydrocarbon energy to Western European counties. In addition to having control over Turkmenistan’s export routes, Russia also maintains substantial control over food imports.

Communication

Since the breakup of the Soviet Union, Turkmenistan seems to have the greatest potential and motivation of all the Central Asian states to escape the Russian sphere of influence. President Niyazov quickly stabilized the country and declared it neutral, while courting hard-currency countries for development of gas fields and transportation infrastructure. Yet, perhaps for this reason, Russia used the most obvious and open economic coercion methods on Turkmenistan, and it has been successful.

For instance, in 1992 Turkmenistan refused to sign mutual military agreements with the Russian-dominated Commonwealth of Independent States and Collective Security Treaty, instead declaring neutrality and appealing to the United Nations for recognition of its non-aligned status. Additionally, Turkmenistan invited Western companies to invest in its gas fields and open a trans-Caspian pipeline for Turkmen gas. Russia responded almost immediately by stopping food exports to Turkmenistan and slowing (and eventually halting) the use of Gazprom controlled gas export lines to Europe (Turkmenistan’s only hard-currency market).

These coercive methods soon began to bite; Turkmenistan signed a bilateral security agreement with Russia (allowing Russian troops to be stationed in Turkmenistan) and permitted Russians to have dual-citizenship (another key Russian demand). By the middle of the decade, the formerly anti-Russian, pro-Western republic seemed back in Russia’s orbit.
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Soon, however, Western companies decided that Turkmenistan was a good option for diversifying their operations, and Niyazov was given another chance to break away. This time Russia, instead of targeting the country directly, used the substantial price differential of Turkmen gas to subsidize alternatives to Western pipeline proposals, in effect forcing Turkmenistan to pay for the coercion of its potential commercial partners. Naturally, this caused relations between the countries to sour, and the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 and the US interest in the region opened another opportunity for Turkmenistan to move to the West.

But Russia’s (and especially then-President Putin’s) ability to comprehend strategic timeframes while Turkmenistan struggled with daily existence meant that Turkmenistan’s options were actually more limited during this potential opening. The perceived unreliability of Turkmenistan (due to previous coercion) meant that at the same time as the European Union and the United States were interested in increasing contacts, Western companies were backing away, canceling and curtailing contracts. To make up the difference, Russia and Turkmenistan signed a “strategic partnership agreement,” along with a 25-year contract for natural gas at less than half the European market price (of which only half was in hard currency). The deal, signed in Moscow in 2003, followed publicly expressed European doubts about financing new pipelines and an attempt on Turkmenistan President Niyazov’s life. As was the case in Kazakhstan, Russia (through Gazprom) successfully limited Turkmenistan’s future options by timing the coercive offer to fulfill Turkmenistan’s short-term interests at the expense of future flexibility.

### Choice

The long-term value Moscow’s efforts to isolate Ashgabat became clear four years later. With gas prices soaring, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan sided with Russia in supporting an expansion of current (Russian-controlled) pipeline capacity in lieu of the European-favored
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construction of a new trans-Caspian pipeline. This new agreement eroded the financial viability of the new pipeline at the time it was most politically feasible to begin its construction (following the Russia/Ukraine gas disagreement of 2006). Having ceded a significant level of control over gas production to Gazprom (and thus giving up one of its stated interests), Turkmenistan had few other options. Turkmenistan assured some of its interests (stability seems guaranteed, a Russian-dominated organization mediates regional border disputes, and Gazprom continues to supply petrochemical experts to develop Turkmen fields) by giving up others. But the coercion has not ended, as recent events show. Russia recently imposed special tolls on Turkmen trucks entering Russia, and an April 2009 explosion in the sole export pipeline halted gas exports for several days. While it is not clear what caused the explosion (Gazprom blames Ukraine’s Naftogaz for slowing deliveries, thus causing an upstream overpressure), Turkmenistan bore the costs were since they could not export gas during the shutdown. Whether intentional or not, the tolls and disruption of gas serve as a warning to Turkmenistan that it is still reliant on Russia and will be for the foreseeable future.

Conclusion

In the first decade after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Central Asian republics had a fleeting opportunity to think strategically about economic and political independence. Limited by history, geography, infrastructure, and political culture, however, they missed a chance to secure long-term interests by assuming risk in the short-term. By the turn of the millennium, Vladimir Putin began to unite Russia’s economic and political efforts to secure Russian interests, and through carefully planned and timed efforts, succeeded in framing a series of coercive offers that enticed the republics to cede some of their long-term interests to Russia. Rather than an absolute game of win-lose, Putin’s efforts have been about relative gains for Russia and, despite some blatant coercive actions, have generally been nuanced and focused on long-term, multifaceted positioning for future gains. Reducing the fear of encirclement by NATO continues to be a Russian interest in the region. In the past decade, Russia has reduced US and NATO presence and influence in the region, despite Western interest in energy and countering radical Islam, a success for economic coercion. Preserving the rights of ethnic Russians abroad and

maintaining Russian prestige in the Near Abroad are key elements of Russian honor. Russia’s dominance of the CSTO and SCO, as well as bilateral agreements with Central Asian countries granting Russians dual-citizenship have furthered this interest. Russia’s economic interests include dominance of the energy trade in the region and favorable trading terms for Russian goods. In the economic realm, Russia has been overwhelmingly successful at coercing Central Asian countries to risk long-term interests for short-term gains (or limit short-term losses). Russia, through state-controlled “National Champions” like Gazprom and bilateral agreements, effectively controls enough of the production and transportation of energy to limit profitability of new entrants. This is crucial to Russia’s strategic national interests, because Russia, by coercing Central Asian republics (especially energy producers like Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan), has increased its coercive capabilities in another critical region: Eastern Europe.
Chapter 5

Buffer Zones and Pipelines in Eastern Europe

Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland; Who rules the heartland commands the World Island; Who rules the World Island commands the World.

Sir Halford John Mackinder

Figure 3: Eastern Europe. (Reprinted from http://belarus.usaid.gov/uamap.shtml)

The countries of Eastern Europe, especially Ukraine, Belarus, and Moldova, present a different set of challenges to Russia’s interests than do the Central Asian republics. Due to markets, politics, and geography, they also present different openings for coercion. Unlike the Central Asian states (especially Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan), Eastern European states are both energy consumers and transporters (See Figure 4, at the end of the chapter). Like the Central Asian republics, these states are a physical buffer against historic enemies (France, Germany, and NATO). However, they also have large Slavic and ethnic Russian populations that predate the Soviet era, making them, in the Russian mind, both natural allies and Russia’s
Defection of these nations to the West, therefore, is more damaging to Russian honor than the relatively recently settled (and “culturally backward”) Central Asian republics. Since the breakup of the Soviet Union, these states have all seen various coercive methods employed against them in two main periods: the Yeltsin period (1991-1999) and the Putin period (2000-present). While some efforts have been more successful than others, in the last 18 years the trend has been an increasing orientation towards Russian interests. Economic coercion has been effective at achieving significant Russian goals, without the diplomatic costs of a military invasion.

**Ukraine**

The Russian nation grew out of what is now Ukraine, making the interests and honor of the countries entangled in a way difficult for Americans to understand. The first eastern Slavic state, Kyivan Rus, was also the most powerful European state in the 11th and 12th centuries. The Mongol invasions that destroyed Kiev (already weakened by power struggles) as a power, allowed Moscow, then an obscure, forested outpost, to become the center of the eastern Slavic world. Over the next centuries, Russia expanded west and south, repossessing Ukraine completely in the 18th century. In the 19th century, the Crimean War, fought in modern-day Ukraine, and the humiliating Treaty of Paris (1856) which followed, provided the impetus for radical change in Russia under new leadership.

Sixty-two years later, Ukraine experienced both independence and conquest in short order following the Treaties of Brest-Litovsk in February and March 1918. After four years of being overrun by German, Polish, White, and Soviet armies, Ukraine eventually became a part of the Soviet Union in 1922. The internal ethnic and social schisms that formed in Ukraine during these tumultuous years persisted; externally inflicted trauma continued as well. In an attempt to destroy nationalism, Stalin collectivized the farms in the breadbasket of the Soviet Union, ensuring mass starvation in Ukraine and Kazakhstan. Between 1929 and 1933, around 7 million Ukrainians and 2 million Kazakhs starved to death. Despite Soviet attempts to destroy it, the dream of Ukrainian nationalism continued and resulted in an independent Ukrainian state following the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The resurrected state included 30 million ethnic
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Russians, predominantly in the East; ethnic Ukrainians dominated the West. Despite its declared political independence, Ukraine was (and is) completely reliant on Russia for energy supplies.  

**Capability**

Given its history with Russia, Ukraine’s main interest after independence was ensuring that it could maintain that independence. Yet 70 years of integration are hard to immediately reverse. Ukraine, due to its location at the “crossroads of Europe and Asia,” is the shortest and most economically viable route for gas and oil pipelines that flow from Russian and Central Asian fields to Europe. Also due to geography, Ukraine is a major food producer for the region and plays a role in producing steel and heavy equipment for Russian industry, including the energy industry. Yet steel production is an energy-intensive process, so Ukraine, as the sixth largest gas consumer in the world, is dependent on Russian energy for production of the equipment to produce that energy. Ukraine, therefore, has an interest in ensuring it can trade with Russia and buy inexpensive energy from the Central Asian republics.

There is another economic interest crucial to Ukrainian independence: transit lines. As long as Ukraine owns and controls the gas and oil infrastructure that run through the country, it can charge Russia for use of the pipelines. Furthermore, assuming Russia has an interest in selling gas in Europe and no better way to get it there, Ukraine’s control of the infrastructure ensures gas will always be available for domestic use.

Additional Ukrainian interests include preserving the Ukrainian identity and gaining membership in high-status organizations like the European Union, World Trade Organization, and North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Attainment of these goals ahead of Russia, or despite Russian efforts, would bring significant honor for Ukraine. Yet the divided nature of the country means that a significant portion of the population sees a future with Russia, instead of the West, and that gaining membership in Western organizations is traitorous to Ukrainian interests.
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Credibility

Russian interests now, as they were in the Crimean War, are more than just economic or military. The Crimean War began when, among other things, Russians, as keepers of the Orthodox flame, demanded that the Ottoman Empire settle a Holy Land dispute in favor of the Orthodox Church. Russians today continue to see Slavic honor, and since the fall of the Soviet Union, the Orthodox Church, as an important interest. Also contributing to the war was Britain and France’s invasion of the Black Sea region to support Turkey, despite Nicholas I’s acceptance of the so-called Vienna Note, demanding he pull his troops back toward Moscow. Today, NATO expansion into lands traditionally part of the Russian protectorate stirs historic memories of past invasions. Maintaining the Black Sea fleet at Sevastopol is vital to Russia’s national interest for historic reasons, as well as for Sevastopol’s huge value as a warm water port. There are significant historical reasons why Russia has been working so hard to return Ukraine to the Russian fold.

While this historically justified fear drives Russia further from the West, Russia has another interest that draws it closer: money. Russia is dependent on European hard currency, and the biggest producer of that currency for Russia is Gazprom. Russia needs an efficient, reliable, and secure way of supplying oil and natural gas to Europe. As energy prices have increased, Russia has lost money with the subsidized energy it supplies to Ukraine, Belarus, and Moldova. Worse, when these countries can’t pay even the subsidized rates and simply take the gas or oil from shipments intended for Western Europe, Russia’s bottom line and reputation as a reliable supplier are simultaneously injured. To remedy this problem, Russia has sought control of the transit infrastructure. Short of an invasion, there are two ways to accomplish this. State energy companies (like Gazprom) must either control the infrastructure, or they must partner with a foreign company that will ensure the continuous flow of oil and gas. Russia’s Energy Strategy Through 2020 calls for the state to take the first approach where possible. This strategy of direct control has the added advantage of making it harder for transit countries to shut off oil and gas for political reasons.
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Oil and gas are not the only interests Russia is seeking to secure in Ukraine, however. Other Russian interests include Ukraine’s nuclear electric power generation facilities as consumers of Russian-processed, Kazakh produced fuel, and Ukrainian food production (which once amounted to a quarter of the total Soviet agricultural output). The century and a half that separates the Crimean War from today has not significantly changed the complicated Russian view of its interests in Ukraine.

**Communication**

Ukraine’s central geographic position means Russia’s coercive efforts get more recognition in the Western press than those in the Central Asian republics; its size means they are more discussed than similar efforts in Belarus and Moldova. For this reason, there is an interesting, large, and conflicting body of information on the on-going coercive conversation between the two nations. Although the phases can be broken down many ways, this thesis considers two periods: the post-USSR Yeltsin era (1991 to 1999) and the Putin era (2000 to present). Just as Russia experienced an intermediate period of decentralized democracy and uncertainty between the abdication of Nicholas II and the seizure of power by the Bolsheviks, so the “Lost Decade” of the 1990’s led into a new era of strong Russian central control and leadership. Russian coercive efforts began immediately after the fall of the Soviet Union, but they have taken on a more focused and strategically-oriented direction in the last 9 years.

Beginning in 1992, Russia attempted to coerce Ukraine into signing various agreements on the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) that would have limited Ukraine’s options and benefited Russia. Russia punished Ukraine for its intransigence by charging it twice as much for oil as it charged Belarus, an early signatory. When Ukraine continued to resist signing, Russia decreased the amount of oil flowing into the country by 50 percent. This blatant coercive effort failed, however, and Russia discovered two problems with this type of coercion. First, Ukraine, as the main transit route for Western European-bound energy, was able to take that energy for itself and limit Russia’s much-needed hard currency inflow. Second, Russian heavy industry was dependent on the output of Ukrainian factories, the target of the energy slowdown.
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Additionally, this effort led Ukraine to begin seeking ways to diversify its energy supplies, a threat to future Russian coercive offers.\textsuperscript{23}

This discovery, along with recurrent, non-coercion related delivery problems to Turkey and Western Europe, led Russia to change tactics. In 1995, Russian companies began to seek control of the Ukrainian companies that owned the transit pipelines and refineries.\textsuperscript{24} Ukrainian non-payment for consumed gas (and the debt from past deliveries) was also a significant issue, leading to shortages and threats of cut offs. In 1996, Pavlo Lazarenko was elected Prime Minister of Ukraine based on a plan to solve the perpetual energy crisis.\textsuperscript{25} The resulting formation of regional gas monopolies had two main beneficiaries: Russia, which would now receive goods in kind from dependent factories instead of increasingly worthless debt; and Yulia Tymoshenko, who soon controlled 20 percent of Ukraine’s gross national product and would eventually become the Prime Minister.\textsuperscript{26} Yet Gazprom still suffered from Ukrainian gas theft since Ukraine’s oligarchs, through Naftogaz, maintained control of transit lines.\textsuperscript{27} In an effort to stop the theft that directly injured Russian hard-currency revenues, Russia aggressively increased attempts to purchase and control Ukrainian companies and infrastructure. Understanding the threat, the Ukrainian parliament sought to block foreign ownership by law in 1999; in retaliation, Moscow began negotiating an expanded route through Belarus while blocking shipments to Ukraine.\textsuperscript{28} The Russian effort worked. Ukraine began letting Gazprom pay for transit rights in gas (instead of cash), while assuming past Naftogaz debt (one means of gaining control of a company).\textsuperscript{29} The millennium ended with Russia and Ukraine each attempting to use their power to coerce the other over important, but short-term, interests.

In 2000, Vladimir Putin took the reins in Russia, invigorating a new era of Russian energy coercion. In the Yeltsin era, companies like Yukos, Gazprom, Rosneft, and Lukoil had
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operated on the basis of balance sheets and cash flow for the “New Rich” in Russia. Under Putin, these so-called “National Champions” were expected not only to bring in cash (at times Gazprom has contributed nearly a quarter of the total Russian tax revenues), but also to further the long-term interests of the state (and, by extension, not challenge the leadership or direction of the state). The transition did not happen overnight, but with the arrest of Yukos’s Mikhail Khodorkovsky in 2003 and the Kremlin acquisition of a 51 percent interest in Gazprom in 2005, the other companies understood they were now effectively under state direction.

It did not take Putin long to begin coercing Ukraine in a more assertive, strategic manner. As Gazprom was seeking control of Naftogaz in 2002, Putin initiated a confrontation over the Straits of Azov. When the West, distracted by Afghanistan and the impending Iraq war, failed to intervene, the already Russian-leaning government of Leonid Kuchma moved even more decisively in Moscow’s direction. It appeared that Russia had succeeded in changing Ukraine’s political orientation.

History, however, has a way of unfolding in an unexpected fashion. In the winter of 2004-2005, the so-called Orange Revolution brought Viktor Yushchenko to power as President (supported by, among others, exiled Sibneft owner Boris Berezovsky) and Yulia Tymoshenko as Prime Minister. Putin’s preference, Viktor Yanukovych, from the eastern portion of Ukraine, favored EU membership but was opposed to NATO membership for Ukraine. Yanukovych, as Prime Minister, had generally been more pro-Kremlin than pro-Western. Yushchenko, from the western part of Ukraine, was Ukrainian nationalist, in favor of both NATO and EU membership.

Shortly after the Orange Revolution, Russian coercive offers increased. The Russian oil company Lukoil established dummy companies in Ukraine to fund pro-Kremlin politicians, putting political pressure on the new government. In January 2006, Gazprom, on Putin’s order, stopped Turkmen gas supplies intended for Ukraine after Ukraine rejected a price increase of over 300 percent. Russia, having successfully used coercion to gain control of the Turkmen fields
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which supplied subsidized gas to Ukraine, argued that this was merely market forces at work, not international economic coercion. The result of the 2006 gas dispute was a Ukrainian counteroffer of increasing prices and increasing Gazprom control of the transit lines, in effect acquiescence to Russian interests. As part of the deal, Gazprom and Ukraine contracted with a Swiss-based trading company, RosUkrEnergo, to be the monopoly supplier of gas to Ukraine. Owned by Gazprom and two Ukrainian businessmen, this front company allowed Gazprom to obscure its interest in Ukrainian infrastructure and effectively negotiate on both sides of the table. The aftermath of the coercive confrontation caused Viktor Yushchenko’s popularity in Ukraine to plummet. After devastating losses in the 2006 parliamentary elections, Yushchenko was forced to accept pro-Kremlin Yanukovich over pro-Western Tymoshenko as the new Prime Minister.

Moscow’s political fortunes suffered another setback in December 2007, when Tymoshenko again replaced Russian-leaning Yanukovych. Tensions increased almost immediately when the new Prime Minister called for a repeal of the agreed-to price increases, forced by the 2006 shutoff. Additionally, Tymoshenko called for removal of RosUkrEnergo as the monopoly supplier of Ukrainian gas. January 2008 saw the disagreement between Russia and Ukraine expand; in March, after Russia began restricting the flow of gas to Ukraine, the two sides reached an agreement. The results were, once again, favorable to Russia’s interests:
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Gazprom gained access directly to Ukrainian industrial customers, allowing increasing price discrimination and eliminating the need for RosUkrEnergo. Additionally, Ukraine agreed to continue paying the 2006 price of gas and to pay nearly double for the gas it had consumed without a contract in the previous two months. Making matters worse for Ukraine in the long term, Naftogaz agreed to future price increases based on the (Russian-controlled) price of gas from the Central Asian republics. The result was that Ukraine, without the money to pay current, subsidized rates, became increasingly indebted to Gazprom. Gazprom, meanwhile, could continue supplying gas to paying customers while denying it to deadbeats.

As if on schedule, 2009 once again saw a disagreement between Gazprom and Naftogaz that resulted in restricted supply to Europe. Once again, the agreement signed afterward ceded more control to Gazprom, increased prices for Ukraine, and eroded domestic support for the pro-Western President and Prime Minister. Additionally, Tymoshenko acknowledged Russia as the sole supplier of nuclear fuel to Ukraine, invalidating the current Westinghouse contract, and making Ukraine even more dependent on Russia in the long term. Furthermore, the fuel Russia will be supplying will come from Kazakhstan, in a Russian-controlled, previously negotiated joint-processing venture with Kyrgyzstan.

In addition to these deliberately set coercive actions, recent explosions in Gazprom’s network demonstrate both a need to coerce (and gain control of the pipelines) and a means to do so. These five separate explosions (in Moldova, Ukraine, Turkmenistan, and Russia), blamed on aging infrastructure and local mismanagement, threatened supplies to Europe. Gazprom did what it could to ship gas via alternate routes, but the incidents put pressure on Ukraine to allow Gazprom long-sought control over its transit routes.
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Choice

Russia has successfully secured its interests in Ukraine: an increasingly positive orientation toward Moscow and away from the West, increasing control over energy pipelines to ensure deliveries to Europe, and increased security of electricity, food, and heavy equipment for Russian consumption. Since Putin's rise to power, every coercive iteration has limited Ukrainian strategic choices and forced Ukraine to decide between short-term relief and long-term opportunity. Despite Europe’s dissatisfaction with the annual gas wars, the options usually discussed (increased nuclear energy, new pipelines, liquefied natural gas, and increased energy efficiency), would all constrain Ukrainian options even more. Putin has demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of energy coercion at slowly steering a vital, breakaway state away from the West and closer to the Russian fold.

Belarus

Belarus, or “White Russia,” claimed in centuries past by Ukraine, Poland, Lithuania, Bessarabia, Romania, and Russia, is the most closely aligned country to Russia. In 1922, White Russia was a founding republic in the USSR; in 1991, Belarusians voted overwhelmingly to remain a part of the Soviet Union. When the Soviet Union dissolved, the population fully supported the Commonwealth of Slavic States, precursor to the more ethnically expansive Commonwealth of Independent States. The first president, Stanislau Shushkevich, unpopular because of his neutral policies, was replaced by the current president, Alexander Lukashenko, in 1994.

Capability

Belarus is poor, landlocked, and dependent on Russia in almost every facet of the economy. Due to the closed nature of the society, it is hard to discern what the government perceives as its critical interests. Increasing ties with Russia and preserving the current administration in power, however, seem to be paramount. Belarus has a weak sense of national identity, so fear of domination by the Russian state is not a significant issue; 80% of voters supported a law making Russian an official language, along with Belarusian. Belarusian honor,
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apparently, is best served by being a partner, even if a junior one, to Russia. Likewise, Russian
trade and subsidies fulfill Belarusian economic interests. In the 1990’s, Belarus survived and
gained hard currency by refining Russian crude oil and re-exporting it to Europe, as well as
reselling excess Russian gas and pocketing the difference. Russia, however, was not entirely
happy with the arrangement; since Putin’s rise to power, he has acted to remedy the situation.
Overall, Belarus has little relative power compared to Russia and little incentive to resist Russian
coercion, though individuals such as President Lukashenko have a strong interest in preserving
their own personal power and prestige.

Credibility

The main Russian interests in Belarus are basing rights for Russian armed forces, control
of the energy sector, and reducing costly subsidies. Belarus borders three NATO countries, and
provides a relatively easy path for invasion of Russia, as history has demonstrated. For this
reason, Russia has a strong interest in ensuring that Belarusian orientation remains decidedly pro-
Moscow. President Lukashenko understands this; in his traditionally blunt manner he often
states, “We cannot let tanks cross our territory towards Moscow.” As long as Russia has
control of the air space and basing rights when needed, Moscow is not concerned about fortifying
the border; NATO is currently expanding by assimilation, not invasion. The personality of
“Europe’s last dictator,” fortunately for Russia, is insurance against NATO membership.
Of more immediate Russian concern is ensuring that Moscow controls the trade and
energy routes across Belarus, to Western Europe. An aging legacy of the Soviet era, pipelines in
Belarus carry 20 percent of Russia’s European-bound gas, a vital source of hard currency. Additionally, 70 percent of all European-bound Russian trade passes through Belarus. For
these reasons Moscow sees Belarus as a strategic priority. Yet these entanglements also present a
problem for Russia. Belarus has little independent economic potential. Few unique industries or
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natural resources are indigenous to the country. Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Belarus has been a drain on Russian coffers. Unable to pay in hard currency and still using the Soviet model of state control over industry, ties to Belarus result in a net economic loss to Russia. In attempting to secure this economic interest, Russian has aimed its coercive actions at bringing productive sectors of the economy under Russian control while reducing costly subsidies in other areas.

Communication

After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Belarus experienced a shorter period of unrestrained oligarchic capitalism than did Russia. Because of this, Russia and Belarus kept political and economic interactions separate through most of the 1990’s. Political leaders discussed treaties and the possibility of a political union, while business leaders did what they could to profit from the privatization of state-run enterprises. Lukashenko’s election reversed the privatization trend in Belarus while it continued in Russia, changing the calculus for Russian oligarchs. By the end of the decade, Gazprom was working with the Belarusian government to open new gas transit lines to Europe, while Belarus sought Kremlin help in dealing with debts owed to Gazprom. Press reports and academic analysis of Eastern Europe depicted Belarus’ attachment to Russia, if not the proposed “Union State,” as a done-deal.

Putin’s ascension changed things, however. As Russia regained control over energy companies and began using them in a coercive manner, the coercive offers extended to Belarus as well. This surprised many analysts, since it defied the Cold War-era lens through which they still viewed Russia’s actions. Putin took Belarus at its word that it wanted unification with Russia, and in 2002 he offered it a place as Russia’s 19th province. This would have greatly simplified matters for Putin, Gazprom, and Russia, but it also would have eliminated Lukashenko’s power, an unacceptable exchange.

Under Putin’s supervision, Russia launched a series of confrontations aimed at increasing the Belarusian price of energy, using that price to increase Belarusian debt, and then trading the
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insolvent debt for interests in Belarusian energy sectors. In 2002, the Kremlin increased pressure for joint ventures between Russian and Belarusian companies. Specifically, Putin wanted Gazprom to be able to buy, or create a jointly owned company that could buy shares in Beltranshaz, the Belarusian national gas transportation company. Additionally, Gazprom nearly doubled the price it charged Belarus for gas, especially gas Belarus was reselling to Europe for hard currency. Lukashenko protested, and Russia threatened to find a way to route natural gas around Belarus, initiating a project that eventually became the Nord Stream. Lukashenko relented, signing an agreement allowing Gazprom to purchase shares in Beltranshaz in return for debt forgiveness, and increasing the future price of Russian-subsidized gas. Most Western press outlets took no note of what seemed to be an internal dispute with no impact on Europe.

The next spring, Lukashenko reneged on the deal. He claimed the price Gazprom was paying for Beltranshaz shares was too low and the price of gas was too high. In January 2004, as discussions continued, Gazprom shut down the gas supply to Belarus. This time the West took notice, since deliveries to Poland, Lithuania, and ironically, the Russian enclave of Kaliningrad, were adversely affected. The immediate assumption in many reports was that this was a coercive effort targeting Poland or Lithuania, but supply immediately resumed when Belarus agreed to Russian terms—increased prices for gas and increased control of pipelines. Two years later, following the first significant Ukrainian gas shut down, Gazprom again threatened Belarusian supplies, demanding a doubling in price and an increased control over Beltranshaz.
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2007, Lukashenko agreed to terms, but a week later Putin ordered crude oil exports halted, accusing Belarus of stealing oil and demanding concession “for the protection of the countries dependent on Russian energy supplies.” 71 Once again, Lukashenko quickly backed down, and the flow of oil resumed, at a higher price and under less Belarusian control.

Choice

Belarus’ economic and physical isolation, combined with a politically isolated autocratic government, facilitated Russian coercion. Russian efforts at increasing control of the energy industry in Belarus to ensure reliable and economic delivery to hard currency-paying customers will probably continue successfully. Barring a significant change in the political order both inside and outside Belarus, Lukashenko has few options other than acquiescing to Russian coercive offers. Nor would it be in his personal interest to resist Russian coercion. Lukashenko’s popularity inside Belarus is unaffected by the extreme poverty and isolation of the state, so he has little incentive to open himself to dangerous Western ideas that generated the “Color Revolutions.” 72 Russia’s forces are assurance against external military threats, and Belarusian honor relates more closely to Russian greatness than Western European ideals. This alignment of interests and isolation from options ensure Russia’s success at economic coercion.

Moldova

Moldova is a created country, much like the Central Asian republics, but one with a European history of ethnic, religious, and political conflict. As part of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, Germany recognized Bessarabia as part of the Soviet Union, and in 1940, Soviet troops moved in, creating the Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic. 73 The modern boundaries of Moldova were formed, but the nation was not. Following the war, the Soviet Union converted the Bessarabian language, nearly indistinguishable from Romanian, into “Moldovan” by rewriting it in Cyrillic script; previously it had been in Latin. 74 Divisions in Moldova appeared immediately following the breakup of the Soviet Union. The western portions of Moldova were inclined to move West and unite with Romania, while the area east of the Dniester river,

74 Riasanovsky, History of Russia, 595.
Transnistria, sought to orient East. The stage was set for the conflict and coercion that continues to this day.

**Capability**

One of the poorest and most dependent European countries with few natural resources or indigenous industry, Moldova does not have a strong sense of nationalism to bind the country together against outside coercive offers. The western regions of the country are predominantly agricultural, but are not overly productive. The eastern parts of the country are industrialized, but as a whole, the country is not a significant supplier of anything but light industrial equipment, inexpensive wine, black-market arms, and slaves. The country is completely reliant on Russian imports for energy, and the relative power difference between Moldova and Russia is enormous. Elimination of instability, endemic since the fall of communism, is a significant goal of some in the country. For others, such as black-marketers, human traffickers, and Russian officers on the make, preserving illicit economic opportunities is a vital interest.

**Credibility**

Western writers, when considering Russia’s interest in Moldova, usually see geopolitical maneuvering around NATO or interests in preserving the last vestiges of a great empire. As in Belarus, Russian interests in Moldova are complicated, but do not necessarily rise to the level of “vital national interests.” Russia is certainly concerned about NATO encirclement, and Moldova’s location in the heart of Europe and at the doorstep of the Balkans confers a significant geographic advantage for armies and arms dealers alike. But Moldova is not a significant European interest, nor is it likely to join NATO. It is, however, a member of the US-fostered GUUAM (for Georgia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, and Moldova). Russia’s interest in dominating nations in its “sphere of influence” includes all these states, and organizations of Near Abroad states that Russia does not dominate are a threat. For this reason, Russia views this “anti-Russian organization” as “extremely dangerous” and works to marginalize and subvert it.

Moldova, as the poorest and only non-energy related state, presents the best opportunity for Russia to penetrate and undermine the group. Russia’s greatest demonstration of success came in
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75 The country is so poor and lacking in resources that the Energy Information Agency does not even have a Country Analysis Briefing for it. Other economic and business information is also sparse.
2008: GUUAM had no official statement about the Russia/Georgia conflict, despite the attack by a non-member on one of the signatories.\textsuperscript{79}

Russia also has an interest in ensuring that energy, especially gas and electricity, continue to flow through Moldova to customers in the Balkans. Though not as crucial a transit route, Moldova has the potential to cause problems as was demonstrated in April of 2009 when an explosion in a Moldovan section of the Gazprom supply pipe halted Balkan deliveries for several days. Economically, Russia does not gain much from Moldova, but Russian companies have been investing heavily there, in hope of future gain. Since Putin came to power, Moldova has been the top recipient of Russian direct investment (on a per capita basis) of any former Soviet republic.\textsuperscript{80}

\textbf{Communication}

Immediately after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Russia began a coercive dialogue with Moldova, combining military and economic offers. Russian troops in the 14\textsuperscript{th} Army gave direct and crucial support to the breakaway Transnistria region. When Moldova hesitated in signing on to the treaty creating the Commonwealth of Independent States in 1993, Russia imposed tariffs on Moldovan goods, which had immediate and long-term negative consequences. This first, blatant use of economic coercion worked, and set the framework for future actions.\textsuperscript{81} Shortly afterward, the imbalance of trade caused a current account deficit, and Gazprom halted gas deliveries due to excessive debt.\textsuperscript{82} Gas deliveries resumed when Gazprom gained a controlling interest in the Moldovan pipeline companies.\textsuperscript{83} The motive was to make a fast profit, however, as the company did not make any investment in infrastructure or upgrade the capacity.\textsuperscript{84} Late in 1994, Gazprom once again shut off the gas, and received as payment a cement plant and an electrical power station.\textsuperscript{85} In 1995, Lukoil got in the game and with Moldovan President Snegur’s endorsement, gained control of several different energy companies in different industries.\textsuperscript{86} Later, Gazprom
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cut gas supplies to the steel industry for non-payment, and gained a foothold in that industry.\textsuperscript{87} These efforts were not coordinated with Yeltsin; they were purely opportunistic moves by rapidly expanding companies seeking market share and entrance into new markets. These companies, and the oligarchs that controlled them, were not ambivalent about the political climate, however. They were quite supportive of divisive Russian policies that made it possible for their black-market activities to continue. The Russian government likewise, while not controlling the companies, was content to reap the financial rewards of their growth.\textsuperscript{88} In the early part of the next decade, however, two things happened to change the relationship and cause the coordinated coercion to increase: Putin came to power in Russia and Moldova elected a pro-Russian Communist government.

With the advent of the Russian-leaning government, Russia lessened its support of the breakaway Transnistria region, but kept troops there despite an agreement for them to leave.\textsuperscript{89} Russia views the region as a sort of Kaliningrad in the Balkans, and continues to use the presence of a reduced number of troops, supposedly there as peacekeepers, to influence Moldovan politics.\textsuperscript{90} Russia, through fortuitous control of portions of the energy infrastructure, has also targeted certain industry and companies. In 2003, Gazprom offered to cut the price of gas in exchange for yet more strategic industry assets, including Moldovagaz, which had previously successfully rebuffed takeover efforts.\textsuperscript{91} Gazprom soon raised rates again, however, and the resulting debt led to a 2005 gas and electricity shutoff that went almost unnoticed in the West.\textsuperscript{92} Moldova agreed to the price increases.\textsuperscript{93} In 2007, Moldova again handed over more control of the pipelines to Gazprom without protest.\textsuperscript{94} The process was repeated in early 2009.\textsuperscript{95}

**Choice**

Moldova is little threat to Russian interests, yet Russia has found Moldova useful enough to engage in economic coercion. In a reversal of its coercion of Kazakhstan, where Russia used second-order coercion through regional organizations against a country, Russia used Moldova for
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second-order coercion against a regional organization. Furthermore, though Moldova is weaker politically and economically than even Belarus, and thus is more isolated, the alignment Moldovan of interests with Russia’s allows preservation of those interests.

President Voronin’s highest interest is security and preservation of his power. This interest, fortunately for him, aligns with Putin’s interest. When accusations of rigged elections caused riots in 2009, Moscow publicly supported the victorious Communists. The protesters and rioters waved EU and Romanian flags, strengthening Russia’s case that Europe was trying to destabilize and overthrow the government. President Voronin is ineligible for a third term, but could model his career after Prime Minister Putin, who handpicked his successor (former Gazprom Chairman Dmitri Medvedev) but retains a significant amount of power as Prime Minister.

Lacking infrastructure and resources, Moldova as a country has few economic options for the future. Close relations with Russia, including Russian companies that supply and control the energy infrastructure Moldova depends on, is a benefit to Moldova. Moldova does not have the resources to develop itself, and is too far removed from Europe’s concern to hope for significant assistance. As long as Moldova’s interests align with Russia’s, however, Moldova will be able to rely on Russia to defend those interests. In the short term, the alignment is secure. Russia sees value in keeping Moldova as a Russian outpost against NATO encirclement, Ukrainian Western orientation, and the United States’ coercive use of GUUAM. Therefore, Russia has an interest in staying engaged and supporting the country. If, however, Ukraine reorients toward Russia, GUUAM collapses, or NATO no longer is an encirclement threat, Moldova’s use to Russia will be over, and Moldova will merely be a drain on Russian resources.

Conclusion

The first decade after independence provided an opportunity for Ukraine, Belarus, and Moldova to follow the path of the Baltic states toward the West. Internal divisions caused by ethnic and political schisms, however, prevented significant strategic thinking about the long-term interests of the states. Nationalist politicians’ failure to perceive, before Moscow did, that their political independence could be compromised by economic dependence eventually limited

96 See previous chapter and Byman and Waxman, Dynamics of Coercion, 82.
their strategic options. When Putin began to unite Russia’s economic and political actors to in pursuit of Russian interests, Eastern European politicians either did not notice or did not care. Through coercion, Putin has persistently and effectively reduced the threat of NATO expansion into the Slavic territories of the former Soviet Union, allaying one of Russia’s most significant fears. Reversing the pro-Western Orange Revolution and preventing similar movements in Moldova and Belarus has helped maintaining Russian prestige and honor in Eastern Europe. Although the Kremlin seems to be surprised that it lost some face with Western Europe through annual “gas wars” and the Georgian conflict, Moscow sees these as necessary expenditures of political capital to ensure future coercive capabilities and further Russia’s economic interests. Russia’s increasing control over the energy infrastructure, built by the Soviet Union and lost in its demise, also serves this interest. As long as Russia can control the pipelines in Eastern Europe and the production in Central Asia, Russia will be able to prevent additional pipelines from becoming economically viable. By ensuring that gas and oil continue to flow west under Russian control, Russia can be sure that European hard currency will continue to flow east.
Figure 4. Primary Russian Oil and Gas Pipelines to Europe. (Reprinted from http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Ukraine/images/RF_toEurope.pdf)
Chapter 6

An Effective Strategy for Securing National Interests

_Strategic deterrence is implemented with the economic capabilities of the state._

_Strategy for the National Security of the Russian Federation to 2020_

Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and with increasing frequency since Putin’s rise to power, Russia has used economic coercion to protect and advance its interests. Russia’s efforts are directed in three areas: fear (of NATO encirclement), honor (ensuring a positive orientation toward Moscow and protection of ethnic Russians in the Near Abroad countries), and interest (ensuring a supply of energy for hard currency customers). These areas are interconnected and interdependent. The use of economic coercion, especially in the realm of energy, is the result of two major factors: Russia’s relative loss of diplomatic power, and the costs (economic and political) of using military force. The two resources Russia has in relative abundance are land (which is hard to use for coercion) and energy. Blessed with a pre-existing, Soviet-era infrastructure that raised the cost of entry to competitors, Russia has logically chosen the most cost-effective means of protecting its interests.

Although it is incontrovertible that Russia has used energy as a coercive tool, more debatable is Russia’s degree of success. The frame of reference is important in defining success, and there are three levels at which this question can be answered. The first, most basic level of analysis is that of a bilateral, short-term game with few iterations. At this level, Russia’s success at using economic coercion has been mixed. Examples of apparent success include Uzbekistan’s eviction of NATO forces in 2005 and Belarus’ agreement to sell portions of the pipeline system to Gazprom in 2007. Apparent failures include efforts to get Ukraine to pay European prices for gas and attempts to get Turkmenistan to sell gas significantly below market rates. This, however, is only the first level of analysis, and does not take into account the coercer’s extended timeframe and use of second-order coercion.

To a country that has been independent for only twenty years, a decade represents half of its existence. However, to a country that looks back on 1000 years of history, including an occupation lasting 200 years, a decade is a very short time period. Russia’s traditional mastery of chess, a game where short-term sacrifices can lead to long-term success, demonstrates the second level of analysis. At this grand political level, Russia’s use of economic coercion has been an unmitigated success. Russia’s ability to return the Near Abroad countries to a Moscow-centric orientation without creating a drain on Kremlin coffers has been remarkable. Russia has used
control of the infrastructure to manipulate prices, initially for profit, and then for political gain and market control. By cornering the market on Central Asian gas, Russia decreases the economic viability of new transit lines, ultimately limiting choice in both Eastern Europe and Central Asia, continuing the cycle. This has led to coercive success.

Compared to the situation in the early 1990’s, the Central Asian region is both more economically viable and more likely to see Russia as a strategic partner, defending them from external threats like China, transnational dangers like radical Islamist elements, and internal problems of instability and security. In Eastern Europe, the situation is similar. Russia has more leverage over Ukraine, Belarus, and Moldova, at less cost, than it did during the Yeltsin years. As these countries increase the amount they pay for Russian (actually, Central Asian) gas, they become more indebted to Russia, and thus more dependent on Russian good will to keep their economies afloat. Russia is slowly turning these countries from public housing renters, dependent on Russian subsidies (a drain on the economy) to owners, with Russia holding the mortgage and reaping the rewards (a boon to the economy). At the same time, the political orientation of these countries has either moved no further from Russia (the result of deterrence as in the case of Belarus) or moved closer to Russia after initially seeking to orient westward (the result of compellence as in the cases of Ukraine and Moldova). Russia has done this at significantly less cost (both political and economic) than a military invasion might have presented. In fact, while Russia’s influence in these crucial areas increases, Russia has drawn down its conventional military forces. As Leo Tolstoy wrote in *War and Peace*, “The two best men are Time and Patience. They will win in the long run.” Russia has made good use of both.

This level of analysis is not the final answer to the question of efficacy or cost-effectiveness, however. A third level, grand national strategy as “a plan for attaining continuing advantage” by “stringing together anticipated outcomes” must be considered. As Dr. Everett Dolman points out, “Strategy changes the context within which those events will happen.” While Russia has recently had significant coercive success in the Near Abroad, its successes may be bounded temporally and geographically. External reaction to coercion has varied from muted (Moldova) to loud (Ukraine), but has generally remained in the political realm. Although there
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3 Ibid.
are recurring reports of plans to diversify European energy sources, ranging from alternative fuels to alternative pipelines, thus far concrete actions have been minimal.  

The few solid efforts that have occurred, such as European moves toward alternative pipelines, ironically have increased Russia’s coercive abilities in the countries the Kremlin is most interested in coercing. Ukraine and Belarus have much more to lose than Russia if the Nord Stream and Nabucco pipelines are completed, effectively isolating them from Europe. Gazprom has shown adaptability and deftness in acquiring stakes in ventures like these; Ukraine and Belarus would be completely at Russia’s mercy if they could no longer threaten the flow of oil and gas to Europe (and thus cut off hard currency from Europe). The situation is similar in Central Asia. Western efforts at developing gas and oil fields have generally been joint efforts with Russian controlled companies. Russia gains from the increasing supply and decreasing costs, knowing that, if necessary, national control of the assets is merely a rigged election, revolution or cross border invasion away.

The picture is not all positive for Russia, however. As was the case prior to the Crimean War, Russian heavy-handedness provoked a stronger reaction in the West than Russia anticipated. The paradox of strategy is that once a strategy is applied, the “dynamic contention of opposed wills” means the outcome will be subject to unanticipated reactions from external actors that change the situation. The more Russia demonstrates a willingness to use energy as a coercive tool, the more targets of that coercion, real and imagined, will seek to mitigate that power. This will increase the future reservation prices of targeted interests, making economic coercion more costly, and possibly change the equation more favorably toward military intervention. 

Another effect of this paradox is that Europe will choose the next target of Russia’s coercion. Russia was not concerned about NATO encirclement in Central Asia until the terrorist attacks of 2001 brought significant troops to the region. Likewise, as pipeline options become limited, Europe will focus more effort on the remaining choices, increasing their threat to Russia’s energy operations. If Nabucco moves forward, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan will become central to Russia’s strategy, especially if Western relations with Iran remain tenuous.
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5 The Nord Stream pipeline would take Russian gas through the Baltic Sea to Europe.
6 The Nabucco pipeline would take Central Asian gas across Turkey to Europe.
Already Russia is increasing military and economic ties with Azerbaijan, probably in anticipation of the next iteration of the great energy game.⁹

External actors are not the only influence on the outcomes of strategy, however. The current economic crisis and collapse of energy prices has already changed the situation for Russia. Instead of coercing Ukraine and Belarus because of failure to pay for gas consumed, Gazprom has started levying fines because these countries did not consume the minimum specified in the coercively attained contracts.¹⁰ Lower prices and decreasing demand are not only a threat, but also present an opportunity. With cash gained in the bull energy market, Gazprom is increasing its stake in companies hit hard by the bear market.¹¹

At this highest level of analysis, the cost-effectiveness of Russia’s strategy of economic coercion is impossible to quantify, since it must be judged against a counterfactual history. Instead of determining cause and effect, this level considers an “aggregate of innumerable events shaping history.”¹² Russia’s use of economic coercion has shaped the environment to one with a decreased fear of invasion, increased perceived influence (and thus honor) in the Near Abroad, and a growing market for its energy resources (a significant economic interest). Pursuing these interests is understandable, even vital; in the last decade, Russia has done so successfully. Overreaching in pursuit of these interests is destructive, however, as Athens discovered over two millennia ago. Russia’s ability to manage this tension, in the face of a changing economic and security environment, will determine its long-term success.
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